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Editor’s Note

MICHAEL DESMOND

Flight of Failure
Two fatal crashes in five months. Not since the Dehavilland Comet
in 1954 (bit.ly/2D0z51d) has a new commercial jet airliner suffered
this kind of calamity so early in its life. A pair of Boeing 737 MAX
aircraft, introduced just last year, crashed minutes after takeoff,
when Lion Air 610 (LI610) plunged into the Java Sea off Indonesia
in October 2018 and Ethiopian Airlines 302 (ET302) crashed just
outside of Addis Ababa in February. In all, 346 lives were lost.
I’ve written about airline accidents before (“Chain of Disaster,”
msdn.com/magazine/mt573708), exploring the role that automation
and instrumentation played in the 2009 crash of Air France 447.
And in the recent 737 MAX accidents, some of the same issues are
cropping up. Commercial aviation has become significantly—even
remarkably—safer over the past 30 years, but when accidents do
happen, it’s often at the intersection of automated systems and the
pilots who command them.
In the case of the 737 MAX, a system introduced to ease the
aircraft’s nose down at certain points of flight malfunctioned at
the worst possible moment—just after takeoff. The Maneuvering
Characteristics Augmentation System (MCAS) was designed to
make the 737 MAX behave more like its predecessor, the widely
deployed 737NG, by counteracting a tendency in the new jet
to at times pitch up when under power with the nose high. The
goal was to make the 737 MAX and NG so similar to fly that no
simulator training was needed for NG pilots, potentially saving
airlines millions of dollars.
And there’s the rub: MCAS had to be pretty much invisible.
Adding instrumentation to the cockpit or publishing procedures
specific to erroneous MCAS activation could mandate simulator
training. So when an angle of attack (AoA) sensor failed on LI610
and tricked MCAS into thinking the plane’s nose was way too high
soon after takeoff, it caught the crew unprepared. The pilots repeatedly countermanded the nose-down trim from MCAS, only for
the system to redouble the down force moments later, ultimately
resulting in a high-speed dive.
Five months later ET302 encountered the same phenomenon.
Investigators reported that the crew responded appropriately,

disabling the trim motors in the tail to keep MCAS from forcing
the nose further down. But now the pilots had to wrestle with a
physical trim wheel, using cables to move the stabilizers at the back
of the plane. Unfortunately, at the high speed the jet was traveling,
aerodynamic forces made this impossible. When they re-engaged
the trim motors in a bid to raise the aircraft’s nose, MCAS almost
immediately pushed the nose down and the crew lost control.
The investigation into the accidents is ongoing, but hard lessons
are emerging. Among issues being discussed in its implementation:
Data validation: The AoA sensor data in each accident was
clearly anomalous, yet MCAS remained activated throughout each
event. By contrast, automated systems like autopilot typically fall
back to manual control when fed incoherent data.
Redundancy: MCAS activated based on input from just one of the
two AoA sensors on the 737 MAX fuselage. Implementing a second
sensor would significantly reduce the risk of inadvertent activation.
Conditional code: MCAS activated in response solely to high
AoA values. Adding logic to account for airspeed, altitude and
pilot input might prevent unwanted activation—for instance,
MCAS could be coded to disable if a pilot commands trim up
after an MCAS input.
Mission scope: MCAS has been described as an enhancement
to make the 737 MAX fly and feel to pilots like a 737NG. Yet the
software repeatedly counteracted pilot commands and ultimately
trimmed to maximum deflection.
Transparency: MCAS had no UI—no visual or aural indication
that it had activated or encountered a failure state—and no published failure checklist for pilots. The assumption was pilots would
interpret unwanted MCAS activation as a runaway trim motor and
use that checklist to shut down the motor.
While the flaws in MCAS are likely resolvable, the larger question
remains of how this system ended up in an FAA-approved aircraft
design. I expect the lessons of the 737 MAX and MCAS will inform
software and systems development for decades to come.
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Data Points

JULIE LERMAN

EF Core in a Docker Containerized App,
Part 2
In last month’s column (msdn.com/magazine/mt833405), I created
an ASP.NET Core API project to run inside a Docker container.
The project used EF Core to persist data. In that column, I began
by using SQL Server LocalDB, but when it came time to run the app
inside the Docker container, I hit a snag because the current setup
assumed the SQL Server LocalDB existed inside the container. As a
quick solution, I switched to using SQLite, which would be installed
when the new project got built within the container. With this
approach, you could see the full solution succeeding during debug.
Switching to SQLite was simply a means for instant gratification.
Let’s continue the journey by learning about proper production-
worthy solutions for targeting SQL Server when publishing an API
inside a Docker image. This column will focus on targeting a consistently available Azure SQL Database that can be used from anywhere.

the app will be able to find the connection string, as well. In fact,
because my last work was with SQLite, I need to reset the migrations, which in my demo means deleting the Migrations folder
and running add-migration initSqlAz to get the correctly described
migration for the database.

Pointing the API to Azure SQL Database

Once the migration exists, I’ll run the app using the Docker profile. This will prove to me that the Migrate method in program.cs
is able to create the database in the cloud and the controller is able
to query it—all from within the Docker container—as expected.
The first time the app runs Migrate and must create the database, expect a short delay. When done, not only does the browser
relay the three magazines with which I seeded the database (in
the previous column), as Figure 1 shows, but I can see the database listed in both the Azure Portal and in the Visual Studio SQL
Server Object Explorer.
Note that the default configuration of the database created by EF
Core was set up with the pricing tier: Standard S0: 10 DTUs. You can
make changes to that in the Portal or when using Azure CLI for a production app. In fact, for production, you probably want to create the
database explicitly in order to ensure its settings are aligned to your
needs. Then you can use EF Core migrations to manage the schema.

My starting point is the solution as I left it at the end of my previous
column. If you haven’t read that yet, you might want to start there for
context. Throughout this article, I’ll evolve that solution bit by bit.
While EF Core can create a database for you on Azure SQL Data
base, the SQL Server must pre-exist. I already have a few SQL Servers
set up on Azure, so I’ll use one of these for this column’s demos.
First, I’ll add a new connection string named MagsConnection
AzSql—pointing to that server—into appsettings.json, which already
contains connection strings I used in Part 1. I’ve wrapped the long
lines for readability although JSON doesn’t honor returns. I’m also
including fake credentials:
"ConnectionStrings": {
"MagsConnectionMssql":"Server=(localdb)\\mssqllocaldb;
Database=DP0419Mags;Trusted_Connection=True;",
"MagsConnectionSqlite": "Filename=DP0419Mags.db;",
"MagsConnectionAzSql": "Server=tcp:msdnmaglerman.database.windows.net,1433;
Initial Catalog=DP0419Mags;Persist Security Info=False;
User ID=lerman;Password=eiluj;
MultipleActiveResultSets=False;Encrypt=True;
TrustServerCertificate=False;Connection Timeout=30;"

Next, I’ll change the DbContext configuration in the startup
file’s ConfigureServices method to use the SQL Server provider
and this connection string:
services.AddDbContext<MagContext>(options =>
options.UseSqlServer(
Configuration.GetConnectionString("MagsConnectionAzSql")));

This will allow EF Core migrations to find the connection string
at design time so I can run any needed commands. At run time,
Code download available at msdn.com/magazine/0519magcode.

While EF Core can create a
database for you on Azure SQL
Database, the SQL Server
must pre-exist.

Considerations for Handling Secrets

While this worked so nicely, it’s not yet production-ready. There
are a few problems to consider.
The first is that the connection string and secrets are hardcoded
into the appsettings.json file. It’s easy enough to modify that connection string in the JSON file without having to recompile the
project, so “hardcoded” is a bit of an exaggeration. But it’s not
dynamic as far as Docker is concerned because the appsettings
file will be “baked in” to the Docker image. You’ll probably want to
have more control over connection strings for development, staging, testing and production. This isn’t a new problem and various
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solutions have existed for quite some time. With respect to securing
the secrets, the new secrets management tool in ASP.NET Core can
help during development. See the documentation at bit.ly/2HeVgVr
for details.In addition, the appsettings.json file is text and anyone
can read it from your source control if you accidentally push it to
a public repository along with an app.
A better path for the containerized solution is to use Docker
environment variables, which the app can read at run time while
continuing to be able to run migration commands at design
time. This also gives you the flexibility to provide values to those
variables dynamically.

For running and debugging
locally in Docker, I can switch to
a SQL Server on my network or
point to the Azure SQL Database.
Here’s the plan: I’ll use SQL Server LocalDB at design time, as
well as for testing out the app “on metal”; that is, when debugging
against the Kestrel or IIS servers. And because LocalDB doesn’t need
credentials, I don’t have to worry about secrets in its connection
string. For running and debugging locally in Docker, I can switch to
a SQL Server on my network or point to the Azure SQL Database.
Finally, for the production version of the containerized app, I’ll be
sure it’s pointing to the Azure SQL Database. Throughout, you’ll
see how you can use Windows and Docker environment variables
to keep your secrets secret.
And here’s something that’s a great convenience: Because all of
these approaches use some flavor of SQL Server, I can always use
the same provider, Microsoft.EntityFrameworkCore.SqlServer.

design time and the environment variable provided by Docker
file at run time, I need to employ a different syntax for the
UseSqlServer options. Currently (and most commonly), you use
Configuration.GetConnectionString to read the string from app
settings files. That won’t work, however, for environment variables,
whether they’re from Windows or Docker. GetConnectionString is a
helper method that supplants referencing the property name directly.
But I can read both the appsettings values and any environment
values as key-value pairs using this syntax:
services.AddDbContext<MagContext>(options =>
options.UseSqlServer(
Configuration["ConnectionStrings:MagsConnectionMssql"]));

Let’s verify that EF Core migrations can find the connection string
in appsettings.Development.json, which you can do by running
the PowerShell migration command Get-DbContext. This forces
EF Core to do the same work as with any of the other migration
commands, and results in output that shows the provider name,
database name and data source:
providerName
databaseName dataSource
options
----------------------- ---------------Microsoft.EntityFrameworkCore.SqlServer DP0419Mags (localdb)\mssqllocaldb None

Creating a Connection String for Docker’s Eyes Only

So now I know appsettings works at design time. What about
letting Docker find its alternate connection string when the container is running, without having to modify startup.cs as you go
back and forth?
It’s helpful to know that the CreateWebHostBuilder method
called in program.cs calls AddEnvironmentVariables, which will
read available environment variables and store them as key-value
pairs in Configuration data.
Docker has a command called ENV that lets you set a key-value
pair. I’ll begin by hardcoding this into the Dockerfile. I can set a new
key with the same name as the one in the JSON file, which is what
the UseSqlServer configuration is expecting. I can even include the
colon in the key’s name. I put my ENV variables in the file before
the build image is created. Figure 2 shows the Dockerfile, including
the new ENV variable. I described the contents of this file in Part 1
Moving the Development Connection String
of this series, in case you need to go back for a refresher. Note that
to Development Settings
I’ve abbreviated the connection string
ASP.NET Core will default to the
here for readability.
appsettings.Development.json setLet’s see what impact this has. Be
tings file when running from Visual
sure
the debug profile is pointed to
Studio, but in production it defaults
Docker
and let’s actually debug this
to appsettings.json.
time.
I’ll
set a breakpoint just after the
I’ll remove the entire connectionAddDbContext
command in Startup.cs
Strings section from appsettings.json
and
debug,
and
then inspect the value
and, instead, add the LocalDB conof
Configuration["Connectionnection string into appsettings.DevelStrings:MagsConnectionMssql"]. I can
opment.json. You’ll find this file if you
see that it now returns the Azure SQL
expand the arrow glyph next to appsetDatabase connection string, not the
tings.json in Solution Explorer:
LocalDb connection string. Debugging
"ConnectionStrings": {
"MagsConnectionMssql":
into all of the available configuration
"Server=(localdb)\\mssqllocaldb;Database=
data, I can see that the appsettings conDP0419Mags;Trusted_Connection=True;"
}
nection string is also loaded into the
Because I want the app to be able Figure 1 The API's Output, Listing Three Magazines Configuration object. But as explained
to read both this connection string at Defined Using Seeding in the DbContext
by Randy Patterson in his blog post at
8 msdn magazine
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Figure 2 The Dockerfile for the DataAPIDocker Project with
the Connection String in Place
FROM microsoft/dotnet:2.2-aspnetcore-runtime AS base
WORKDIR /app
EXPOSE 80
ENV ConnectionStrings:MagsConnectionMssql=
"Server=tcp:msdnmaglerman.database.windows.net ...”
FROM microsoft/dotnet:2.2-sdk AS build
WORKDIR /src
COPY ["DataAPIDocker/DataAPIDocker.csproj", "DataAPIDocker/"]
RUN dotnet restore "DataAPIDocker/DataAPIDocker.csproj"
COPY . .
WORKDIR "/src/DataAPIDocker"
RUN dotnet build "DataAPIDocker.csproj" -c Release -o /app
FROM build AS publish
RUN dotnet publish "DataAPIDocker.csproj" -c Release -o /app
FROM base AS final
WORKDIR /app
COPY --from=publish /app .
ENTRYPOINT ["dotnet", "DataAPIDocker.dll"]

bit.ly/2F5jfE8, the last setting overrides earlier settings. And environ-

ment variables are read after appsettings. Therefore, even though
there are two ConnectionStrings:MagsConnectionMssql values, the
one specified in the Dockerfile is the one being used. If you were
running this in Kestrel or IIS, the Dockerfile wouldn’t be executed
and its environment variables wouldn’t exist in Configuration.

Creating Placeholders for the Secrets

But the ENV variable isn’t variable. Because it’s hardcoded, it’s
only static right now. Also, remember, it still contains my secrets
(login and password). Rather than having them in the connection string, I’ll begin by extracting these two secrets into their
own ENV variables. For the placeholder names, I’ll use ENVID
and ENVPW. Then I’ll create two more ENV variables in the
Dockerfile for the user ID and password and, as a first pass, I’ll
specify their values directly:
ENV ConnectionStrings:MagsConnectionAzSql=
"Server=tcp:msdnmaglerman.database.windows.net,1433;
Initial Catalog=DP0419Mags;
User ID=ENVID;Password=ENVPW; [etc...]
ENV DB_UserId="lerman"
ENV DB_PW="eiluj"

Back in Startup.cs ConfigureServices, I’ll read all three environment variables and build up the connection string with its credentials:
var config = new StringBuilder
(Configuration[“ConnectionStrings:MagsConnectionMssql”]);
string conn = config.Replace(“ENVID”, Configuration[“DB_UserId”])
.Replace(“ENVPW”, Configuration[“DB_PW”])
.ToString();
services.AddDbContext<MagContext>(options => options.UseSqlServer(conn));

This works easily because all the needed values are in the Docker
file. But still the variables are static and the secrets are exposed
in Dockerfile.

Moving the Secrets out of Dockerfile
and into Docker-Compose

Because a Docker container can only access environment variables
inside the container, my current setup doesn’t provide a way to define
the value of the password or other ENV variables specified in the
Dockerfile. But there is a way, one that lets you step up your Docker
expertise a little bit further. Docker has a feature called Docker
10 msdn magazine
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Compose, which enables you to work with multiple images. This
is controlled by a docker-compose instruction file that can trigger
and run one or more Dockerfiles, with each Dockerfile controlling
its own Docker image. Currently, I have only a single image and I’m
going to stick with that. But I can still take advantage of Docker
Compose to pass values into the image’s environment variables.
Why is this so important? It allows me to keep my secrets out
of the Dockerfile and out of the image, as well. I can pass in the
secrets when the container instance is starting up, along with any
dynamic configuration information, such as varying connection
strings. There’s an excellent article on this topic at bit.ly/2Uuhu8F,
which I found very helpful.
Using a docker-compose file to coordinate multiple containers
is referred to as container orchestration. The Visual Studio tooling
for Docker can help with this. Right-click on the project in Solution
Explorer, then select Add and choose Container Orchestrator
Support. You’ll be presented with a dropdown from which you
should select Docker Compose and, when prompted, choose
Linux as the Target OS. Because the Dockerfile already exists,
you’ll be asked if you’d like to rename it and create a new Dockerfile. Answer No to that question to keep your existing Dockerfile intact. Next, you’ll be asked if you want to overwrite the
hidden .dockerignore file. Because you haven’t touched that file,
either option is OK.

Using a docker-compose file
to coordinate multiple
containers is referred to as
container orchestration.
When this operation completes, you’ll see a new solution folder
called docker-compose with two files in it: .dockerignore and
docker-compose.yml. The yml extension refers to the YAML language (yaml.org), a very sleek text format that relies on indentation
to express the file schema.
The tooling created the following in docker-compose.yml:
version: '3.4'
services:
dataapidocker:
image: ${DOCKER_REGISTRY-} dataapidocker
build:
context: .
dockerfile: DataAPIDocker/Dockerfile

It has only one service: for the dataapidocker project. It notes
that the image name is dataapidocker and the location of the docker file for when it’s time to build that image.
There are a lot of ways to use docker-compose to pass environment variables into a container (dockr.ly/2TwfZub). I’ll start by putting
the variable directly in the docker-compose.yml file. First, I’ll add
an environment section inside the dataapidocker service—at the
same level as image and build. Then, within the new section, I’ll
Data Points
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define the DP_PW variable using the
specific format shown here:

I used the tooling to add the container
orchestration, the docker.ignore file
that the tooling created lists .env files,
so those won’t get accidentally pushed
to your source control.
Visual Studio won’t let you add a
file to the docker-compose project, so
I got around that by adding the new
text file to the Solution Items folder,
then moving it into the docker-
compose project.
I’ll put my secret into the .env file
and the file contents are simply:

version: '3.4'
services:
dataapidocker :
image: ${DOCKER_REGISTRY-}dataapidocker
build:
context: .
dockerfile: DataAPIDocker/Dockerfile
environment:
- DB_PW=eiluj

Don’t forget to remove the DB_PW
variable completely from the Dockerfile. Docker-compose will make
sure the variable gets passed into the
running container, but it won’t exist
DB_PW=eiluj
in the image itself.
Figure 3 shows what my final soluNow, to run the project, you’ll need
tion looks like.
to be sure that the docker-compose
In this way, I can just set the passsolution folder is set as the startup
word while I’m developing and
project. Notice that the debug butdebugging the app and not worry about
ton is set to Docker Compose. To see
having it in any files I might share.
the magic unfold, put a breakpoint in
Plus, I have options to provide other
startup where the code is building
variable configuration information.
up the connection string and then
My secret is still plain text, howdebug the app. You should see that Figure 3 The Final Solution Including the New .env File ever, which is fine on my machine.
Configuration["DB_PW"] is indeed
You’ll likely want to encrypt these
able to find the value passed in from docker-compose.
in production, though. Elton Stoneman provides guidance for this
in his book, “Docker on Windows, Second Edition” (Packt PublishAnd, Finally, Moving the Secret
ing, February 2019).

Value out of Docker-Compose

But I still have my secrets in the docker-compose file and you know
and I know that at some point I’m going to push that to my public
source control by mistake. Docker-compose runs on my machine,
not inside the Docker image. That means docker-compose can access
information on the host. I could create an environment variable
on my dev machine to store the password and let docker-compose
discover it. You can even create temporary environment variables
in the Visual Studio Package Manager Console. But Docker offers
an even better option with its support for reading .env files.

Now, to run the project,
you’ll need to be sure that the
docker-compose solution folder
is set as the startup project.
By default, docker-compose will read a file called “.env.” There’s
no base to the file name, just “.env.” It’s also possible to name .env
files and in docker-compose, use the env_file mapping to specify it
in the service description. See my blog post at bit.ly/2CR40x3 for more
information on named .env files.
You can use these to store variables, such as a connection strings,
for example, dev.env, test.env or production.env; or for secrets. When
12 msdn magazine
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Next Steps

One obvious next step for me would be to deploy the container and
work out how to get the environment variable with the password
for my Azure SQL database into a container instance. This challenge
took a lot of reading and experimenting and as I’ve run out of room
for this installment, I’ve blogged about doing this fully in Azure at
bit.ly/2FHdbAM. I’ve also written about publishing to Docker and hosting in an Azure Virtual Machine for the Docker blog. I’ll update the
online version of this article with the URL for that when its available.
The plan for the next installment of this multi-part column is to
transition from targeting the Azure SQL Database to a SQL Server
database in its own container. This will combine what’s been learned
thus far about docker-compose with lessons from an earlier column (“On-the-Fly SQL Servers with Docker” at msdn.com/magazine/
mt784660). The two referenced blog posts will cover publishing the
images and running the containers in the cloud.
n
Julie Lerman is a Microsoft Regional Director, Microsoft MVP, software team

coach and consultant who lives in the hills of Vermont. You can find her presenting
on data access and other topics at user groups and conferences around the world.
She blogs at the thedatafarm.com/blog and is the author of “Programming Entity
Framework,” as well as a Code First and a DbContext edition, all from O’Reilly
Media. Follow her on Twitter: @julielerman and see her Pluralsight courses at
juliel.me/PS-Videos.

Thanks to the following technical experts for reviewing this article:
Steven Green and Mike Morton (Microsoft),
Elton Stoneman (Docker)
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The Working Programmer

TED NEWARD

Coding Naked: Naked Collections
Welcome back, NOFers. Last time, I augmented the Speaker domain
type with a number of properties, along with a number of annotations
and conventions about those properties that provide hints (or, to be
more honest, directions) to the UI as to how to validate or present
those properties to the user. One thing I didn’t discuss, however, is
how a given domain object can have references to more than one
of something. For example, Speakers often have multiple Talks they
can give, or can profess expertise in one or more Topics. NOF refers
to these as “collections,” and there are a few rules surrounding how
they work that are a little different from the previous conversation.
Let’s see about giving Speakers some Talks and Topics, shall we?

Naked Concepts

To start with, abandon all arrays, all ye who enter here. NOF doesn’t
make use of arrays for collection properties, and instead relies
entirely on collection objects (IEnumerable<T>-derived) to hold
zero-to-many of some other type. The NOF manual strongly recommends that these collections be strongly typed (using generics),
and NOF doesn’t allow for multiple associations of value types (like
strings, enumerated types and so on) because NOF believes that if
the type is something “important” enough to warrant association,
it should be a full-fledged domain type.
Thus, for example, if I want to capture the notion of a Topic (like
“C#,” “Java” or “Distributed Systems”) in the conference system, where
other programming approaches may allow you to get away with a
simple “list-of-strings” as a property type, NOF insists that Topic be
a full domain object type (which is to say, a public class with properties), complete with its own domain rules. It’s reasonable that the
list of Topics might be a fixed set, however, so I’ll seed the database
with the complete set of Topics that my conference wants to consider.
Likewise, although a Talk could be just a title, it’s really a series of
things: a title, a description, a Topic (to which it belongs or refers),
and is given by one (or more) Speakers. Clearly, I have a little
domain modeling in front of me yet.

the client, and presented to the user as a dropdown list from which
to choose. Correspondingly, then, the full list of Topics needs to be
established in the database, which is easiest done in the DbInitializer
class from the “SeedData” project, in the Seed method (as discussed
in prior columns in this series), shown in Figure 2.
This will provide a (rather small, but useful) list of Topics from
which to work. By the way, if you’re playing the home game and
writing the code by hand, remember to add the TalkRepository to
the main menu by adding it to the MainMenus method in Naked
ObjectsRunSettings.cs in the Server project. In addition, make
Figure 1 Domain Classes for Talk and Topic
public class Talk
{
[NakedObjectsIgnore]
public virtual int Id { get; set; }
[Title]
[StringLength(100, MinimumLength = 1,
ErrorMessage = "Talks must have an abstract")]
public virtual string Title { get; set; }
[StringLength(400, MinimumLength = 1,
ErrorMessage = "Talks must have an abstract")]
public virtual string Abstract { get; set; }

}
public class TalkRepository
{
public IDomainObjectContainer Container { set; protected get; }

}

[Bounded]
public class Topic
{
[NakedObjectsIgnore]
public virtual int Id { get; set; }
[Title]
[StringLength(100, MinimumLength = 1,
ErrorMessage = "Topics must have a name")]
public virtual string Name { get; set; }

Naked Collections

In many ways, the easiest way to begin is with the domain classes for
Talk and Topic themselves, absent any connections between them
(or Speakers). By now, much of what I write here for each of these
should be pretty trivial and straightforward, as Figure 1 shows.
So far, this is pretty straightforward. (There’re obviously other
things that could and/or should be added to each of these two classes,
but this gets the point across pretty well.) The one new attribute
used, [Bounded], is an indication to NOF that the complete (and
immutable) list of instances can and should be held in memory on

public IQueryable<Talk> AllTopics()
{
return Container.Instances<Talk>();
}

[StringLength(400, MinimumLength = 1,
ErrorMessage = "Topics must have a description")]
public virtual string Description { get; set; }

}
public class TopicRepository
{
public IDomainObjectContainer Container { set; protected get; }

}

public IQueryable<Topic> AllTopics()
{
return Container.Instances<Topic>();
}
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sure that the two Repository types are also listed in the Services
method in the same file.
Fundamentally, a Talk is given by a Speaker and is on a given
Topic. I’m going to ignore the more complicated scenario when a
Talk is given by two Speakers, or if a Talk will cross multiple Topics,
to keep it simple for the time being. Thus, for the first step, let’s add
Talks to the Speaker:
private ICollection<Talk> _talks = new List<Talk>();
public virtual ICollection<Talk> Talks
{
get { return _talks; }
set { _talks = value; }
}

If you build and run the project, you’ll see “Talks” show up as a
collection (table) in the UI, but it will be empty. I could, of course,
add some Talks in SeedData, but in general, Speakers need to be
able to add Talks to their profiles.

Naked Actions

This can be done by adding an action to the Speaker class: A method
that will appear, “magically,” as a selectable item in the “Actions”
menu when a Speaker object is in the display. Like properties,
actions are discovered via the magic of Reflection, so all that needs
to happen is to create a public method on the Speaker class:
public class Speaker
{
// ...
public void SayHello()
{
}
}

Now, when built and run, after bringing up a Speaker, the
“Actions” menu is displayed and inside of it, “SayHello” appears.
Currently it does nothing; it would be nice, as a starting point, to at
least put a message back to the user. In the NOF world, this is done
by making use of a service, an object whose purpose is to provide
some additional functionality that doesn’t belong to a particular
domain object. In the case of general “messages back to the user,”
this is provided by a generic service, defined by NOF itself in the
IDomainObjectContainer interface. I need an instance of one of
these in order to do anything, however, and NOF uses dependency
injection to provide one on demand: Declare a property on the
Speaker class of type IDomainObjectContainer, and NOF will
make sure each instance has one:
public class Speaker
{
public TalkRepository TalkRepository { set; protected get; }
public IDomainObjectContainer Container { set; protected get; }

Figure 2 Creating a List of Topics
protected override void Seed(ConferenceDbContext context)
{
this.Context = context;

}

Context.Topics.Add(new Topic() { Name = "C#",
Description = "A classical O-O language on the CLR" });
Context.Topics.Add(new Topic() { Name = "VB",
Description = "A classical O-O language on the CLR" });
Context.Topics.Add(new Topic() { Name = "F#",
Description = "An O-O/functional hybrid language on the CLR" });
Context.Topics.Add(new Topic() { Name = "ECMAScript",
Description = "A dynamic language for browsers and servers" });
Context.SaveChanges();
// ...
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The Container object has an “InformUser” method used to
convey general messages back to the user, so using it from the SayHello action is as simple as:
public class Speaker
{
// ...
public void SayHello()
{
Container.InformUser("Hello!");
}
}

NOF needs to be able to inject
“hooks” into each domain object
in order to work its magic.
But I started with a desire to allow the user to add a Talk to a given
Speaker’s repertoire; specifically, I need to capture the title of the talk,
the abstract (or description, because “abstract” is a reserved word in
C#), and the Topic to which this Talk belongs. Calling this method
“EnterNewTalk,” then, I have the following implementation:
public void EnterNewTalk(string title, string description, Topic topic)
{
var talk = Container.NewTransientInstance<Talk>();
talk.Title = title;
talk.Abstract = description;
talk.Speaker = this;
Container.Persist<Talk>(ref talk);
_talks.Add(talk);
}

Several things are happening here, so let’s unpack. First, I use
the IDomainObjectContainer to create a transient (non-persisted)
instance of the Talk. This is necessary because NOF needs to be
able to inject “hooks” into each domain object in order to work its
magic. (This is why all properties must be virtual, so that NOF can
manage the UI-to-object synchronization, for example.) Then, the
Talk’s properties are set, and the Container is used again to Persist
the talk; if this isn’t done, the Talk isn’t a persistent object and won’t
be stored when I add the Talk to the Speaker’s list of Talks.
It’s fair to ask, however, how the user specified this information
to the EnterNewTalk method itself. Once again, the wonders of
Reflection are at work: NOF dug the parameter names and types
out of the method parameters, and constructed a dialog to capture
those items, including the Topic itself. Remember when Topic was
annotated with “Bounded”? That instructed NOF to build the list
of Topics in this dialog to be a dropdown list, making it incredibly
easy to select a topic from the list. (It should be easy to infer at this
point that as I add Topics to the system, they’ll all be added to this
dropdown list without any additional work required.)
Now, it’s reasonable to suggest that creating Talks should be
something supported by the TalkRepository, not on the Speaker
class itself, and, as you can see in Figure 3, it’s an easy refactor to do.
What’s more, by doing this, the “Talks” menu will be automatically
adorned with a new menu item, “CreateTalk,” which will—again,
through the magic of Reflection—automatically create a dialog to
enter the data necessary to create a Talk. Speakers, of course, can’t
just be typed in, so NOF will make that a “droppable” field, meaning
that NOF will expect a Speaker object to be dragged-and-dropped
The Working Programmer
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Figure 3 Supporting Talk Creation with TalkRepository
public class Speaker
{
public TalkRepository TalkRepository { set; protected get; }
public IDomainObjectContainer Container { set; protected get; }

}

public void EnterNewTalk(string title, string description, Topic topic)
{
var talk = TalkRepository.CreateTalk(this, title, description, topic);
_talks.Add(talk);
}

public class TalkRepository
{
public IDomainObjectContainer Container { set; protected get; }

}

public Talk CreateTalk(Speaker speaker, string title, string description,
Topic topic)
{
var talk = Container.NewTransientInstance<Talk>();
talk.Title = title;
talk.Abstract = description;
talk.Speaker = speaker;
Container.Persist<Talk>(ref talk);
return talk;
}

into this field. (To see this in action in the default NOF Gemini
interface, fire up the app, select a Speaker, then click the “Swap Pane”
button—the double-arrowed button at the bottom of the display.
The Speaker selected will shift to the right of the screen, and the
Home interface will appear, allowing selection of the “Talks/Create
Talk” item. Drag the Speaker’s name to the Speaker field in the
Create Talk dialog, and voila—the Speaker is selected.)
It’s absolutely crucial to understand what’s happening here: I
now have two different UI paths (creating a Talk from the top-level
menu, or creating a Talk from a given Speaker) that allow for
two different user-navigation scenarios, with little effort and zero
duplication. The TalkRepository worries about all things “CRUD”
and “Talk” related, and the Speaker uses that code, all while keeping the user interaction entirely within the Speaker if that’s how
the user wants to arrange it.

Wrapping Up

This is not your grandfather’s UI toolkit. In only a few lines of code,
I have a workable interface (and, considering that data is being
stored and retrieved from a standard SQL back end, a data storage system) that could, at least for the moment, be used directly
by users. More importantly, none of this is in a proprietary format or language—this is straight C#, straight SQL Server, and the
UI itself is Angular. There are a few more things to discuss about
NOF’s default interface, which I’ll get to in the next piece, including authentication and authorization facilities. In the meantime,
however … happy coding!
n
Ted Neward is a Seattle-based polytechnology consultant, speaker and mentor.

He has written a ton of articles, authored and co-authored a dozen books, and
speaks all over the world. Reach him at ted@tedneward.com or read his blog at
blogs.tedneward.com.
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C#

Pattern Matching
in C# 8.0
Filip Ekberg
Over the years we’ve seen a ton of features in C# that improve addition like pattern matching will most definitely change the way a
not only the performance of our code, but more importantly its
readability. Given the fast pace of the software industry, the language certainly needs to keep up and evolve with its user base.
Something that’s been widely used in different programming
languages, such as Haskell, Swift or Kotlin sometimes find its way
into C#. One of these being pattern matching—a concept that has
been around for a long time, and something for which a lot of
developers in the .NET space have long waited.
As of C# 7.0, developers got a taste of the power that comes with
pattern matching. We saw a pattern starting to take form, which
later has become an extremely powerful and interesting addition
to the language. Just as other language features have drastically
changed the way we write our software, I expect that pattern matching
in C# will have a similar effect.
Do we really need another language feature, though? Can’t we
just use traditional approaches? Of course we could. Although an
This article discusses:
• How pattern matching is evolving in C# 8.0
• The new switch expression
• How to leverage tuples together with the pattern matching
changes in C# 8.0

Technologies discussed:
C# 8.0, Visual Studio 2019 Preview

lot of us choose to write our code, the same question could be said
for other language features that have been introduced over the years.
One that changed the C# language drastically was the introduction
of Language-Integrated Query (LINQ). Nowadays when processing
data, people choose which flavor they personally like. Some choose
to use LINQ, which in some cases constructs less-verbose code, while
others opt for traditional loops. I expect similar uptake for pattern
matching, as the new functionality will change the way developers
work as they move away from more verbose approaches. Mind
you, the traditional approaches aren’t going anywhere, as many
developers will opt to stick with tried-and-true solutions. But the
additional language features should offer a way to complement C#
code projects, rather than deprecate current code.

Introducing Pattern Matching

If you’ve ever tried languages like Kotlin or Swift, you’ve likely seen
examples of pattern matching in action. It’s very commonly used
among a lot of different programming languages on the market—
mostly, of course, to make the code a bit more readable. So what
is pattern matching?
It’s rather simple. You look at a given structure and based on the
way it looks, you identify it and you then can immediately use it. If
you get a bag of fruit, you look down and immediately see the difference between the apples and the pears. Even if both are green.
At the same time, you can look down into your bag of fruit and
identify which fruits are green, as we know all fruits have a color.
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Distinguishing between the type of fruit and an attribute of the
fruit is exactly what pattern matching is about. Developers have
different ways of expressing themselves when identifying this.
Traditionally, I could check all of this using a simple condition.
But what if I need to explicitly use the apple? I’d end up in a situation where I must first validate the type, attribute and then cast
to an apple. This code quickly ends up a bit messy and, frankly,
it’s error prone.

For its part, C# 7.0 introduced
a lightweight version of
pattern matching that can be
helpful, though it lacks many
of the nice features present in
other languages.
Here’s an example where I validate the specific type of fruit to be
an apple. I apply an attribute constraint, and then to use it I have
to cast it, like so:
if(fruit.GetType() == typeof(Apple) && fruit.Color == Color.Green)
{
var apple = fruit as Apple;
}

Another approach I could take is to use the is keyword, which
gives me a little bit more flexibility. As opposed to the previous
example, the is keyword will also match on derived apples:
if(fruit is Apple)
{
MakeApplePieFrom(fruit as Apple);
}

In this case, if the fruit is a derived type of apple, I’ll be able to
make an apple pie out of it. Whereas in the earlier example, it would
have to be a very specific type of apple.
Fortunately, there’s a better way. As I mentioned, languages like
Swift and Kotlin allow you to use pattern matching. For its part, C# 7.0
introduced a lightweight version of pattern matching that can be
helpful, though it lacks many of the nice features present in other
languages. You can refactor the previous expression into the C#
7.0 code that follows, which allows you to use a switch to match
your different patterns. It isn’t perfect, but it does improve on what
was previously available. Here’s the code:

This C# 7.0 code also reads better, and is much easier to have conversations around, than similar code in C# 6.0. The code is just saying,
“Based on the fact that fruit is an apple, I want to use this apple.”
Each case can match on a type that shares similar traits, meaning
they inherit from the same class, for instance, or implement the
same interface. In this case, an apple, pear and banana are all fruits.
What’s missing is a way to filter out the green apples. Have you
seen exception filters? That’s a feature introduced in C# 6.0 that
allows you to catch certain exceptions only when a certain condition is met. This feature introduced the when keyword, which is
applicable in pattern matching, as well. I can match the apple using
pattern matching, and only enter the case when the condition is
met. Figure 1 shows this.
As Figure 1 illustrates, the order matters. I first look for an
apple with the color green, because this characteristic is the most
important to me. If there’s another color, let’s say brown, this would
indicate that my apple has gone bad and I want to throw it out.
As for all other apples, I don’t want them in the pie, so I’ll just eat
them. The final apple pattern is a “catch all” for all apples that have
neither a green nor a brown color.
You’ll also see that if I get an orange, I’ll just peel the skin off. I’m
not limited to handling one particular type; as long as the types all
inherit from fruit, we’re good to go.
Everything else works like the normal switch that you’ve been
using since C# 1.0. This example was written entirely in C# 7.0, so
the question is, is there room for improvement? I would say so.
The code is still a bit on the expressive side, and it could be made
more readable by improving the way patterns are expressed. Also,
it would help to have other ways to express constraints against
what my data “looks like.” Let’s now jump into C# 8.0 and look at
the changes that have been introduced to make our lives easier.

The Evolution of Pattern Matching in C# 8.0

The latest version of C#, currently in preview, introduces some important pattern-matching improvements. To try C# 8.0, you’ll have to use
Visual Studio 2019 Preview, or enable the preview language features
in Visual Studio 2019. The general availability of C# 8.0 is later this
year, expected at the same time that .NET Core 3.0 ships. How can
Figure 1 Applying a Filter Using the When Keyword
Fruit fruit = new Apple { Color = Color.Green };
switch (fruit)
{
case Apple apple when apple.Color == Color.Green:
MakeApplePieFrom(apple);
break;

switch(fruit)
{
case Apple apple:
MakeApplePieFrom(apple);
break;

}

case Apple apple when apple.Color == Color.Brown:
ThrowAway(apple);
break;
case Apple apple:
Eat(apple);
break;

default:
break;

A few things here are interesting. First, notice that I don’t have
a single type cast anywhere in this code, and also that I can use
the apple just matched on in the case context. Just as with the is
keyword, this will match on derived apples, as well.
msdnmagazine.com
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}

case Orange orange:
orange.Peel();
break;
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we find new ways to express a constraint on the properties of a type?
How can we make the expression of block patterns more intuitive
and readable? In C# 8.0 the language takes another step forward to
introduce a way to work with patterns that should be very familiar
to those who’ve worked in languages like Kotlin. These are all wonderful additions that make the code readable and maintainable.
First, we now have an option to use something called a switch
expression, instead of the traditional switch statement that developers have been using since C# 1.0. Here’s an example of a switch
expression in C# 8.0:
var whatFruit = fruit switch {
Apple _ => "This is an apple",
_ => "This is not an apple"
};

As you can see, instead of having to write case and break for each
different match, I simply use a pattern and an expression. When I
match for a fruit, the underscore (_) means that I don’t care about
the actual fruit that I matched on. In fact, it doesn’t have to be an
initialized type of fruit. The underscore will match on null, as well.
Think of this as simply matching on the specific type. When I found
this apple, I returned a string using an expression—much like the
expression-bodied members that were introduced in C# 6.0.
This is about more than just saving characters. Imagine the
possibilities here. For example, I could now introduce an expressionbodied member that includes one of these switch expressions,
which also leverages the power of pattern matching, like so:
public Fruit Fruit { get; set; }
public string WhatFruit => Fruit switch
{
Apple _ => "This is an apple",
_ => "This is not an apple"
};

This can get really interesting and powerful. The following code
shows how you would perform this pattern match in the traditional
manner. Have a look and decide which one you would prefer:
public string WhatFruit
{
get
{
if(Fruit is Apple)
{
return "This is an apple";
}
return "This is not an apple";
}
}

Obviously, this is a very simple scenario. Imagine when I intro
duce constraints, multiple types to match against, and then use
the casted type within the condition context. Sold on the idea yet?
I thought so!
While this is a welcome addition to the language, please resist
the urge to use switch expressions for every if/else if/else condition.
For an example of what not to do, check out the following code:
bool? visible = false;
var visibility = visible switch
{
true => "Visible",
false => "Hidden",
null, _ => "Blink"
};

This code indicates that you could have four cases for a nullable
Boolean, which of course you can’t. Just be mindful about how you
use switch expressions and don’t abuse the syntax, exactly as you
would with any other language feature.
18 msdn magazine
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I’ve already covered the fact that switch expressions can cut
down the amount of code you write, as well as make that code more
readable. This is true also when adding constraints to your types.
The changes to pattern matching in C# 8.0 really stand out when
you look at the combination of tuples, deconstruction and what’s
known as recursive patterns.

As you can see, instead of having
to write case and break for each
different match, I simply use a
pattern and an expression.
Expressing Patterns

A recursive pattern is when the output of one pattern-match expression becomes the input of another pattern-match expression. This
means deconstructing the object and looking at how the type, its
properties, their types, and so forth are all expressed, and then applying the match to all of these. It sounds complicated, but really it’s not.
Let’s look at a different type and its structure. In Figure 2 you’ll
see a rectangle that inherits from Shape. The shape is just an abstract
class that introduces the property point, a way for me to get the shape
onto a surface so I know where it’s supposed to go.
You might wonder what the Deconstruct method in Figure 2
is all about. It allows me to “extract” the values of an instance into
new variables outside of the class. It’s commonly used together
with pattern matching and tuples, as you’ll discover in a moment.
So, I essentially have three new ways to express a pattern in C#
8.0, all of which have a specific use case. They are:
•P
 ositional pattern
•P
 roperty pattern
•T
 uple pattern
Don’t worry, if you prefer the normal switch syntax, you can use
these pattern-matching improvements with that, as well! These
changes and additions to the language in terms of pattern matching are commonly referred to as recursive patterns.
The positional pattern leverages the deconstruct method that
you have on your class. You can express a pattern that matches
Figure 2 Example of Deconstruct
abstract class Shape
{
public Point Point { get; set; }
}
class Rectangle : Shape
{
public int Width { get; set; }
public int Height { get; set; }

}

public void Deconstruct(out int width, out int height, out Point point)
{
width = Width;
height = Height;
point = Point;
}

C#
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Figure 3 Positional Pattern
Shape shape = new Rectangle
{
Width = 100,
Height = 100,
Point = new Point { X = 0, Y = 100 }

};

var result = shape switch
{
Rectangle (100, 100, null) => "Found 100x100 rectangle without a point",
Rectangle (100, 100, _) => "Found 100x100 rectangle",
_ => "Different, or null shape"
};

given values that you get out of the deconstruction. Given the fact
that you have a way defined to deconstruct the rectangle, you can
express a pattern that leverages the position of the output like what
you see in Figure 3.
First, let’s match the type of shape. In this case I only want to
match it against a rectangle. The second applied pattern, when
matched to a rectangle, uses the deconstruct method together
with the tuple syntax to express which values I require for each
particular position.
I can specify that I explicitly want the point to be null, or I can use
the underscore to express that I simply don’t care. Keep in mind that
the order matters very much here. If we’d have the version where we
don’t care on top, it would always match on that pattern even if the
rectangle has a point or not. This is known as the positional pattern.
This is very handy if I have a deconstruct available, although if
the deconstruct outputs a lot of values, it gets rather verbose. This
is where the property pattern comes into play. So far I’ve matched
on different types, but some scenarios require you to match on
other things, such as state or just looking at the different property
values, or the lack thereof.
As the following code describes, I don’t care which type I get, as
long as it matches a type containing a point, where this point has
a value of 100 in the Y property, like so:
shape switch
{
{ Point: { Y : 100 } } => "Y is 100",
{ Point: null } => "Point not initialized",
};

Observe that the code doesn’t in fact handle cases where the
shape is null, or when the point is initialized but has a different Y
value than 100. In those situations, this code will throw an exception. This could be solved by introducing the default case using
the underscore.
Figure 4 Tuple pattern
var newState = (state, operation, key.IsValid) switch
{
(State.Opened, Operation.Close, _)
=> State.Closed,
(State.Opened, Operation.Open, _)
=> throw new Exception(
"Can't open an opened door"),
(State.Opened, Operation.Lock, true)
=> State.Locked,
(State.Locked, Operation.Open, true)
=> State.Opened,
(State.Closed, Operation.Open, false) => State.Locked,
(State.Closed, Operation.Lock, true)
=> State.Locked,
(State.Closed, Operation.Close, _)
=> throw new Exception(
"Can't close a closed door"),
_ => state
};
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I could also say that I require the point to be uninitialized, and only
handle those uninitialized scenarios. This is a lot less verbose than
using the positional patterns, and it works very well for situations
where you can’t add a deconstruct method to the type you’re matching.
Finally, I have the tuple pattern, which leverages the positional pattern and allows me to compose a tuple on which to run my match. I
can illustrate this with a scenario where I operate on different states,
such as opening, closing and locking a door (see Figure 4). A particular situation may occur depending on the current state of the door, the
operation I want to perform and the key I may possess. This example of
using the Tuple pattern to introduce a state machine is one commonly
used by C# Design Lead Mads Torgersen. Check out Torgersen’s post,
“Do More with Patterns in C# 8.0,” at bit.ly/2O2SDqo.
The code in Figure 4 first constructs a new tuple containing the
current state, the desired operation, and a Boolean checking if the
user has a valid key or not. It’s a very simple scenario.

While this is a welcome addition
to the language, please resist the
urge to use switch expressions
for every if/else if/else condition.
Based on these different values, I can match on different situations by constructing more tuples, together with a positional pattern.
This is the tuple pattern. If I try to open a door that’s closed, but not
locked, that will result in a new state telling me that the door is now
open. If the door is locked and I try to unlock it with an invalid key,
the door will remain locked. If I try to open a door that’s opened, I
get an exception. You get the idea. This is a very flexible and interesting way to approach a situation that previously was very verbose
and produced code that was a lot less readable.

Final Words

The pattern-matching improvements in C# 8.0, together with
the switch expression, will definitely change the way developers
write applications. C# is nearly two decades old and has evolved to
reflect the way that applications are built. Pattern matching is simply the latest expression of that evolution.
For developers, it’s wise to be cautious about overusing these
new principles and patterns. Be mindful about the code that you
write, and make sure that it’s readable, understandable and maintainable. That’s all that your fellow developers ask for, and I reckon
that these changes to the language will help improve the signal-tonoise ratio of the code you produce.
n
Filip Ekberg is a public speaker, Pluralsight author, principal consultant and
author of “C# Smorgasbord” (2012). Ekberg has worked all the way from Sydney
to Gothenburg, and has more than a decade of experience with C#. You can
contact him through Twitter: @fekberg or via filip@ekberg.dev.
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XAML

Custom
XAML Controls
Jerry Nixon
As an enterprise developer, you know your way around

SQL Server. You know .NET Web services. And, for you, designing
beautiful XAML interfaces (probably with Windows Presentation
Foundation [WPF]) is child’s play. Like thousands of other career
developers, Microsoft technologies pad your resumé and you
clip MSDN Magazine articles like this one and pin them to your
Kanban board. Get your scissors, this article is table stakes.
It’s time to boost your expertise with XAML controls. The XAML
framework offers an extensive library of controls for UI development, but to accomplish what you want, you need more. In this
article I’ll show you how to get the results you want using XAML
custom controls.
This article discusses:
• Logic encapsulation
• Component reusability
• Control templating
• Data binding

Technologies discussed:
Windows Presentation Foundation, Universal Windows Platform,
XAML, C#

Code download available at:
github.com/JerryNixon/MsdnMgazineCustomControls

Custom Controls

There are two approaches to creating custom controls in XAML: user
controls and templated controls. User controls are an easy, designer-
friendly approach to creating a reusable layout. Templated controls
offer a flexible layout with a customizable API for developers. As is
the case in any language, sophisticated layouts can produce thousands of lines of XAML that can be difficult to navigate productively.
Custom controls are an effective strategy for reducing layout code.
Choosing the correct approach will impact how successfully
you can use and reuse the controls in your application. Here are
some considerations to help you get started.
Simplicity. Easy is not always simple, but simple is always easy.
User controls are simple and easy. Developers on any level can
deliver them with little reach for documentation.
Design experience. Many developers love the XAML designer.
Templated control layouts can be built in the designer, but it’s the
user control that embraces the design-time experience.
API surface. Building an intuitive API surface lets developers
easily consume it. User controls support custom properties, events
and methods, but templated controls are the most flexible.
Flexible visuals. Providing a great default experience lets devel
opers consume controls with ease. But flexible controls support
re-templated visuals. Only templated controls support re-templating.
To sum, user controls are optimal for simplicity and design
experience, while templated controls give you the best API surface
and the most flexible visuals.
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mise of available functionality. My goal is to reuse them on a page,
taking advantage of their support for Visual State Management,
resources, styles and data binding. Their XAML implementation
is simple and designer-friendly:
<UserControl>
<StackPanel Padding="20">
<TextBlock>Lorem ipsum.</TextBlock>
<CheckBox>I agree!</CheckBox>
<Button>Submit</Button>
</StackPanel>
</UserControl>

Figure 1 Prototyped UI

If you decide to start with a user control and migrate to a templated
control, you have some work ahead of you. But, it’s not terminal. This
article starts with a user control and moves to a templated control.
It’s important to recognize that many reusable layouts only require
user controls. It’s also reasonable to open a line-of-business solution
and find both user controls and templated controls.

This XAML renders my earlier prototype and shows just how
simple a user control can be. Of course, there’s no custom behavior
yet, only the built-in behavior of the controls I declare.
The Text Fast Path EULAs are long, so let’s address text performance. The TextBlock (and only the TextBlock) has been optimized
to use the fast path, low memory and CPU rendering. It’s built to
be fast—but I can spoil that:
<TextBlock Text="Optimized" />
<TextBlock>Not optimized</TextBlock>

A New User Story

You need to get new users to consent to the end-user license agreement (EULA) in your new application. As you and I both know, no
user wants to consent to a EULA. Still, legal needs to ensure users
check “I agree” before continuing. So even if the EULA is confusing,
you’re going to make sure the XAML interface is clean and intuitive.
You start prototyping; you add a TextBlock, a CheckBox, a Button,
as shown in Figure 1, and then you start thinking.
Prototyping in the XAML designer is fast. And it’s easy because you
took the time to learn the tooling. But what about other forms in your
application? You might need this functionality elsewhere. Encapsulation is a design pattern used to hide complex logic from the consumer.
Don’t repeat yourself (DRY) is another, focusing on code reuse. XAML
offers both through user controls and custom controls. As a XAML
developer you know custom controls are more powerful than user
controls, but they’re not as simple.
You decide to start with a user control. Perhaps it can get the job done.
Spoiler alert: It can’t.

Using TextBlock inline controls like <Run/> and <LineBreak /> breaks
optimization. Properties like CharacterSpacing, LineStackingStrategy
and TextTrimming can do the same. Confused? There’s an easy test:
Application.Current.DebugSettings
.IsTextPerformanceVisualizationEnabled = true;

IsTextPerformanceVisualizationEnabled is a little-known debug
setting that allows you to see what text in your application is optimized as you debug. If the text isn’t green, it’s time to investigate.
With every release of Windows, fewer properties impact the fast path;
however, there are still several that negatively and unexpectedly impact
performance. With a little intentional debugging, this isn’t a problem.
Immutable Rules There are as many opinions as there are
options for where business logic should reside. A general rule puts
less-mutable rules closer to the control. This is generally easier and
faster and it optimizes maintainability.

User Controls

User controls are easy. They provide
consistent, reusable interfaces and a
custom, encapsulated codebehind.
To create a user control, select User
Control from the Add New Item
dialog, as shown in Figure 2.
User controls are usually a child
of another control. However, their
lifecycle is so similar to that of
windows and pages that a user
control can be the value set to the
Window.Current.Content property. User controls are full-featured,
supporting Visual State Management, internal resources, and every
other staple of the XAML framework. Building them isn’t a compromsdnmagazine.com
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Figure 2 Add New Item Dialog
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Business rules, by the way, are different from data validation.
Responding to data entry and checking for text length and numeric
ranges is simply validation. Rules govern types of user behavior.
For example, a bank has a business rule not to give a loan to
customers with a credit score below a particular value. A plumber
has a rule not to travel to a customer outside a certain ZIP code.
Rules are about behavior. In some cases, rules change every single day, like what credit scores influence new loans. In other cases,
rules never change, such as how a mechanic won’t ever work on a
Subaru older than 2014.
Now, consider this acceptance criteria: A user can’t click the
Button until the CheckBox is checked. This is a rule and it’s as
close to immutable as you can get. I’m going to implement it close
to my controls:
<StackPanel Padding="20">
<TextBlock>Lorem ipsum.</TextBlock>
<CheckBox x:Name="AgreeCheckBox">I agree!</CheckBox>
<Button IsEnabled="{Binding Path=IsChecked,
ElementName=AgreeCheckBox}">Submit1</Button>
<Button IsEnabled="{x:Bind Path=AgreeCheckBox.IsChecked.Value,
Mode=OneWay}">Submit2</Button>
</StackPanel>

In this code, data binding perfectly satisfies my requirement.
The Submit1 Button uses classic WPF (and UWP) data binding.
The Submit2 Button uses modern UWP data binding.
Notice in Figure 3 that Submit2 is enabled. Is this right? Well,
in the Visual Studio Designer, classic data binding has the advantage of rendering at design time. For now, compiled data binding
(x:Bind) only occurs at run time. Choosing between classic and
compiled data binding is the most difficult easy decision you’re
going to make. On the one hand, compiled binding is fast. But,
on the other, classic binding is simple. Compiled binding exists
to address XAML’s difficult performance problem: data binding.
Because classic binding requires runtime reflection, it’s inherently
slower, struggling to scale.
Many new features have been added to classic binding, such
as asynchronous binding; and several patterns have emerged to
help developers. Yet, as UWP postured to succeed WPF, it suffered
from the same dragging issue. Here’s something to think about:
The ability to use classic binding in an asynchronous mode was
not ported to UWP from WPF. Read into that what you want,
but it does encourage enterprise developers to invest in compiled
binding. Compiled binding leverages the XAML code generator,
creating the codebehind automatically and coupling the binding
statements with real properties and datatypes expected at run time.
Because of this coupling, mismatched types can create errors, as
can attempting to bind to anonymous objects or dynamic JSON

objects. These edge cases aren’t missed by many developers, but
they’re gone:
• Compiled binding resolves the performance issues of data
binding while introducing certain constraints.
• Backward compatibility maintains classic binding support
while giving UWP developers a better option.
• Innovation and improvements to data binding are invested
into compiled binding, not classic binding.
• Features like function binding are available only with compiled
binding where Microsoft’s binding strategy is clearly focused.
Yet the simplicity and the design-time support of classic binding
keeps the argument alive, pressing the Microsoft developer tooling
team to continue to improve compiled binding and its developer
experience. Note that in this article, choosing one or the other
will have a near-immeasurable impact. Some of the samples will
demonstrate classic binding while others show compiled binding.
It’s up to you to decide. The decision, of course, is most meaningful
in large apps.
Custom Events Custom events can’t be declared in XAML, so
you handle them in your codebehind. For example, I can forward
the click event of the submit button to a custom click event on my
user control:
public event RoutedEventHandler Click;
public MyUserControl1()
{
InitializeComponent();
SubmitButton.Click += (s, e)
=> Click?.Invoke(this, e);
}

Here, the code raises the custom events, forwarding the Routed
EventArgs from the button. Consuming developers can handle
these events declaratively, like every other event in XAML:
<controls:MyUserControl1 Click="MyUserControl1_Click" />

The value of this is that consuming developers don’t need to learn
a new paradigm; custom controls and out-of-the box first-party
controls behave functionally the same.
Custom Properties To let consuming developers supply their
own EULAs, I can set the x:FieldModifier attribute on the TextBlock. This modifies XAML compilation behavior from the
default private value:
<TextBlock x:Name="EulaTextBlock" x:FieldModifier="public" />

But easy doesn’t mean good. This method offers little abstraction and requires developers to understand the internal structure.
It also requires codebehind. So, I’ll avoid using the attribute
approach in this case:
public string Text
{
get => (string)GetValue(TextProperty);
set => SetValue(TextProperty, value);
}
public static readonly DependencyProperty TextProperty =
DependencyProperty.Register(nameof(Text), typeof(string),
typeof(MyUserControl1), new PropertyMetadata(string.Empty));

Equally easy—and without the caveats—is a dependency property
data-bound to the TextBlock’s Text property. This allows the consuming developer to read, write or bind to the custom Text property:

Figure 3 Implementing a Business Rule with Data Binding
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<StackPanel Padding="20">
<TextBlock Text="{x:Bind Text, Mode=OneWay}" />
<CheckBox>I agree!</CheckBox>
<Button>Submit</Button>
</StackPanel>

XAML
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The dependency property is necessary to support data binding.
Robust controls support basic use cases like data binding. Plus,
the dependency property adds only a single line to my code base:
<TextBox Text="{x:Bind Text, Mode=TwoWay,
UpdateSourceTrigger=PropertyChanged}" />

Two-way data binding for custom properties in user controls
is supported without INotifyPropertyChanged. This is because
dependency properties raise internal changed events that the binding
framework monitors. It’s its own kind of INotifyPropertyChanged.
The preceding code reminds us that UpdateSourceTrigger determines when changes are registered. Possible values are Explicit, LostFocus and PropertyChanged. The latter occurs as changes are made.
Roadblocks The consuming developer may want to set the content property of the user control. This is an intuitive approach, but
it’s not supported by user controls. The property is already set to
the XAML I declared:
<Controls:MyUserControl>
Lorem Ipsum
</Controls:MyUserControl>

This syntax overwrites the content property: the TextBlock,
CheckBox and Button. If I consider re-templating a basic XAML
use case, my user control fails to deliver a complete, robust experience. User controls are easy, but offer little control or extensibility.
An intuitive syntax and re-templating support are part of a common
experience. It’s time to consider a templated control.

XAML has seen massive
improvements in memory
consumption, performance,
accessibility and visual
consistency.
Templated Controls

XAML has seen massive improvements in memory consumption,
performance, accessibility and visual consistency. Developers love
XAML because it’s flexible. Templated controls are a case in point.
Templated controls can define something completely new,
but are typically a composite of several existing controls. The
example here of a TextBlock, CheckBox and Button together is a
classic scenario.
By the way, don’t confuse templated controls with custom controls. A templated control is a custom layout. A custom control
is just a class inheriting an existing control without any custom
styling. Sometimes, if all you need is an extra method or property
on an existing control, custom controls are a great option; their visuals and logic are already in place and you’re simply extending them.
Control Template A control’s layout is defined by a ControlTemplate. This special resource is applied at run time. Every box and
button resides in the ControlTemplate. A control’s template can be
easily accessed by the Template property. That Template property
isn’t read-only. Developers can set it to a custom ControlTemplate,
msdnmagazine.com
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transforming a control’s visuals and behavior to meet their particular needs. That’s the power of re-templating:
<ControlTemplate>
<StackPanel Padding="20">
<ContentControl Content="{TemplateBinding Content}" />
<CheckBox>I agree!</CheckBox>
<Button>Submit1</Button>
</StackPanel>
</ControlTemplate>

ControlTemplate XAML looks like any other layout declaration.
In the preceding code, notice the special TemplateBinding markup
extension. This special binding is tuned for one-way template operations. Since Windows 10 version 1809, x:Bind syntax is supported in
UWP ControlTemplate definitions. This allows for performant, compiled, two-way and function bindings in templates. TemplateBinding
works great in most cases.
Generic.xaml To create a templated control, select Templated
Control in the Add New Item dialog. This introduces three files: the
XAML file; its codebehind; and themes/generic.xaml, which holds the
ControlTemplate. The themes/generic.xaml file is identical to WPF.
It’s special. The framework merges it into your app’s resources automatically. Resources defined here are scoped at the application level:
<Style TargetType="controls:MyControl">
<Setter Property="Template">
<Setter.Value>
<ControlTemplate TargetType="controls:MyControl" />
</Setter.Value>
</Setter>
</Style>

ControlTemplates are applied using implicit styles: styles without a
key. Explicit styles have a key used to apply them to controls; implicit
styles are applied based on TargetType. So, you must set DefaultStyleKey:
public sealed class MyControl : Control
{
public MyControl() => DefaultStyleKey = typeof(MyControl);
}

This code sets the DefaultStyleKey, determining which style is
implicitly applied to your control. I’m setting it to the corresponding value of the TargetType in the ControlTemplate:
<ControlTemplate TargetType="controls:MyControl">
<StackPanel Padding="20">
<TextBlock Text="{TemplateBinding Text}" />
<CheckBox Name="AgreeCheckbox">I agree!</CheckBox>
<Button IsEnabled="{Binding IsChecked,
ElementName=AgreeCheckbox}">Submit</Button>
</StackPanel>
</ControlTemplate>

TemplateBinding binds the TextBlock’s Text property to the
custom dependency property copied from the user control to the
templated control. TemplateBinding is one way, very efficient and
generally the best option.
Figure 4 shows the result of my work in the designer. The custom
layout declared in the ControlTemplate is applied to my custom

Figure 4 Preview Transparently Using Internal Properties
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Figure 5 Using the Class Attribute to Set the Content Property
[ContentProperty(Name = "Text")]
public sealed class MyControl : Control
{
public MyControl() => DefaultStyleKey = typeof(MyControl);
public string Text
{
get => (string)GetValue(TextProperty);
set => SetValue(TextProperty, value);
}
public static readonly DependencyProperty TextProperty =
DependencyProperty.Register(nameof(Text), typeof(string),
typeof(MyControl), new PropertyMetadata(default(string)));
}

control, and the binding is executed and rendered at design time:
<controls:MyControl Text="My outside value." />

The syntax to use my custom control is simple. I’ll make it better
by allowing the developer to use inline text. This is the most intuitive
syntax to set an element’s content. XAML provides a class attribute
to help me do that, as Figure 5 shows.
Notice the ContentProperty attribute, which comes from the
Windows.UI.Xaml.Markup namespace. It indicates to which property direct, inline content declared in XAML should be written.
So, now, I can declare my content like this:
<controls:MyControl>
My inline value!
</controls:MyControl>

It’s beautiful. Templated controls give you the flexibility to design
control interaction and syntax in whatever way seems most intuitive
to you. Figure 6 shows the result of introducing ContentProperty
to the control.
The ContentControl Where previously I had to create a custom
property and map that property to the content of the control,
XAML provides a control already built for that. It’s known as
ContentControl and its property is called Content. ContentControl
also provides the ContentTemplate and ContentTransition properties to handle visualization and transitions. Button, CheckBox,
Frame and many standard XAML controls inherit ContentControl.
Mine could have, too; I’d just use Content instead of Text:
public sealed class MyControl2 : ContentControl
{
// Empty
}

Accessing Internal Controls The x:Name directive declares
the field name auto-generated in a codebehind. Give a checkbox
an x:Name of MyCheckBox and the generator will create a field
in your class called MyCheckBox.
By contrast, x:Key (for resources only) doesn’t create a field. It
adds resources to a dictionary of unresolved types until they’re
first used. For resources, x:Key offers performance improvements.
Because x:Name creates a backing field, it can’t be used in a
ControlTemplate; templates are decoupled from any backing class.
Instead, you use the Name property.
Name is a dependency property on FrameworkElement, an
ancestor of Control. You use it when you can’t use x:Name. Name and
x:Name are mutually exclusive in a given scope because of FindName.
FindName is a XAML method used to locate objects by name;
it works with Name or x:Name. It’s reliable in the codebehind, but
not in templated controls where you must use GetTemplateChild:
protected override void OnApplyTemplate()
{
if (GetTemplateChild("AgreeCheckbox") is CheckBox c)
{
c.Content = "I really agree!";
}
}

GetTemplateChild is a helper method used in the OnApply
Template override to find controls created by a ControlTemplate.
Use it to find references to internal controls.
Changing the Template Re-templating the control is simple,
but I’ve built the class to expect controls with certain names. I must
ensure the new template maintains this dependency. Let’s build a
new ControlTemplate:
<ControlTemplate
TargetType="controls:MyControl"
x:Key="MyNewStyle">

Small changes to a ControlTemplate are normal. You don’t need
to start from scratch. In the Visual Studio Document Outline pane,
right-click any control and extract a copy of its current template
(see Figure 7).
If I maintain its dependencies, my new ControlTemplate can
totally change the visuals and behaviors of a control. Declaring
an explicit style on the control tells the framework to ignore the
default implicit style:
<controls:MyControl Style="{StaticResource MyControlNewStyle}">

In this code, notice the terse syntax to create a custom control with a Content property. ContentControl auto-renders as a
ContentPresenter when declared. It’s a fast, easy solution. There’s
a caveat, however: ContentControl doesn’t support literal strings
in XAML. Because it violates my goal to make my control support
literal strings, I’ll stick to Control, considering ContentControl
another time.

But this rewriting of the ControlTemplate comes with a warning. Control designers and developers must be careful to support
accessibility and localization capabilities. It’s easy to remove these
by mistake.
TemplatePartAttribute It would be handy if a custom control
could communicate the named elements it expects. Some named

Figure 6 Design Preview

Figure 7 Extracting a Control Template
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elements may be required only during edge cases. In WPF, you
have TemplatePartAttribute:
[TemplatePart (
Name = "EulaTextBlock",
Type = typeof(TextBlock))]
public sealed class MyControl : Control { }

This syntax shows how the control can communicate internal
dependencies to external developers. In this case, I expect a TextBlock with the name EulaTextBlock in my ControlTemplate. I can
also specify the visual states I expect in my custom control:
[TemplateVisualState(
GroupName = "Visual",
Name = "Mouseover")]
public sealed class MyControl : Control { }

TemplatePart is used by Blend with TemplateVisualState to guide
developers against expectations while creating custom templates. A
ControlTemplate can be validated against these attributions. Since
10240, WinRT has included these attributes. UWP can use them,
but Blend for Visual Studio doesn’t. These remain a good, forward-
looking practice, but documentation is still the best approach.
Accessibility First-party XAML controls are meticulously designed
and tested to be beautiful, compatible and accessible. Accessibility
requirements are now first-class citizens and are release requirements for every control.

Developers around the world
love XAML because it’s so
productive and flexible.
When you re-template a first-party control, you put at risk the
accessibility features thoughtfully added by the development teams.
These are difficult to get right, and simple to get wrong. When
choosing to re-template a control, you should be well-versed in
the accessibility capabilities of the framework and in the techniques to implement them. Otherwise, you lose a considerable
portion of their value.
Adding accessibility as a release requirement helps not only
those with permanent disabilities, but also those who are temporarily incapacitated. It also reduces risk when re-templating
first-party controls.

You Did It!

After upgrading from a user control to a templated control, I intro
duced very little new code. But I’ve added a lot of functionality.
Let’s consider what’s been accomplished overall.
Encapsulation. The control is a collection of several controls,
bundled with custom visuals and behaviors that consuming devel
opers can reuse with ease across an application.
Business logic. The control incorporates business rules that fulfill the acceptance criteria of the user story. I’ve put immutable rules
close to the control and supported a rich design-time experience, too.
Custom events. The control exposes control-specific custom events
like “click” that help developers interoperate with the control, without
requiring them to understand the internal structure of the layout.
msdnmagazine.com
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Custom properties. The control exposes properties to allow
the consuming developer to influence the content of the layout.
This has been done in a way to fully support XAML data binding.
API syntax. The control supports an intuitive approach that
allows developers to declare their content with literal strings and
in a straightforward way. I leveraged the ContentProperty attribute to do this.
Templates. The control ships with a default ControlTemplate
that lays out an intuitive interface. However, XAML re-templating
is supported to allow consumer developers to customize the
visuals as needed.

There’s More to Do

My control needs more, but not much more— just a little attention
to layout (like the need to scroll large text) and a few properties
(like the content of the checkbox). I’m amazingly close.
Controls can support Visual State Management, a native feature of XAML that allows properties to change based on sizing
events or framework events (like mouseover). Mature controls
have visual states.
Controls can support localization; the native capability in UWP
uses the x:Uid directive associating controls with RESW strings that
are filtered by the active locale. Mature controls support localization.
Controls can support external-style definitions to help update
their visuals without requiring a new template; this can involve
shared visuals and leverage themes and BasedOn styles. Mature
controls share and reuse styles.

Wrapping Up

Prototyping a UI in XAML is fast. User controls create simple,
reusable layouts easily. Templated controls require a bit more work
to create simple, reusable layouts with more sophisticated capabilities. The right approach is up to the developer, based on a little
knowledge and a lot of experience. Experiment. The more you
learn the tooling, the more productive you’ll become.
Windows Forms succeeded Visual Basic 6 in 2002, just as WPF
succeeded Windows Forms in 2006. WPF brought with it XAML:
a declarative language for UI. Microsoft developers had never seen
anything like XAML. Today, Xamarin and UWP bring XAML
to iOS, Android, HoloLens, Surface Hub, Xbox, IoT and the
modern desktop. In fact, XAML is now the technology building
the Windows OS itself.
Developers around the world love XAML because it’s so productive
and flexible. Microsoft engineers feel the same; we’re building our
own apps and even Windows 10 with XAML. The future is bright,
the tooling is powerful and the technology is more approachable
than ever.
n
J erry N ixon is a senior software engineer & lead architect in Commercial
Software Engineering at Microsoft. He has developed and designed software for
two decades. Speaker, organizer, teacher and author, Nixon is also the host of
DevRadio. Most of his days are spent teaching his three daughters “Star Trek”
backstories and episode plots.
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Create a Centralized
Pull Request Hub
with WinForms in
.NET Core 3.0
Eric Fleming
Windows Forms, or simply WinForms, has been used

for years to develop powerful Windows-based applications with
rich and interactive interfaces. The investments in these desktop
applications across businesses of every type are profound, with
some 2.4 million developers using Visual Studio to create desktop-
style apps every month. The benefits of leveraging and extending
existing WinForms code assets are compelling, but there are others,
as well. The WinForms drag-and-drop designer experience empowers users to build fully functional UIs with no special knowledge
or training. WinForms applications are easy to deploy and update,
can work independent of Internet connectivity, and can offer
improved security by running on a local machine that doesn’t
expose configurations to the Internet. Until recently, WinForms
applications could only be built using the full .NET Framework,
but the release of the .NET Core 3.0 preview changes all that.
The new features and benefits of .NET Core go beyond Web
development. With .NET Core 3.0, WinForms adds capabilities
like easier deployment, improved performance, support for .NET
Core-specific NuGet packages, the .NET Core command-line
interface (CLI) and more. Throughout this article, I’ll touch on
This article discusses:
• Creating a WinForms project in .NET Core 3.0
• Creating a self-contained deployable package
• Benefits of using .NET Core 3.0 for WinForms applications

Technologies discussed:
.NET Core 3.0, Windows Forms

many of these benefits, why they matter and how to use them in
WinForms applications.
Let’s jump right into building our first .NET Core 3.0 WinForms
application. For this article, I’m going to build an application that
retrieves and displays open pull requests for one of the open source
Microsoft repositories hosted on GitHub. The first step is to install
the latest versions of Visual Studio 2019 and the .NET Core 3.0 SDK,
after which you’ll have access to the .NET Core CLI commands
to create a new WinForms application. This wasn’t possible for
WinForms applications before the addition of .NET Core support.
Coming soon is a new Visual Studio template that lets you create a WinForms project targeting .NET Core 3.0. It’s not available
just yet, so for now let’s generate a new WinForms project named
PullRequestHub by running the following command:
dotnet new winforms -o PullRequestHub

In order to ensure that the project was created successfully, navigate into the new directory created by the dotnet new command
and use the CLI to build and run the project, like so:
cd .\PullRequestHub\

Because you have access to the .NET Core CLI, you also have
access to the commands to restore, run and build. Before running,
try out the restore and build commands, as follows:
dotnet restore
dotnet build

These commands work just as they would when run in the command line for a .NET Core Web application. And note that when you
execute the dotnet run command, it actually performs both a restore
and a build before executing the app (bit.ly/2UCkEaN). Now let’s run the
project to test it out by entering dotnet run at the command line.
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Success! You’ve just created your first .NET Core WinForms
application. When you run, you’ll see a form appear on your screen
with the text, “Hello .NET Core!”.
Before I go further with adding logic to our application, let’s
take a moment to talk about the current state of the WinForms
Designer view in Visual Studio.

Setting up the Designer
for .NET Core WinForms Apps

When you open the CLI-generated project in Visual Studio, you
may notice that some functionality is missing. Most notably, there’s
currently no designer view provided for .NET Core WinForms
applications. While there are plans to make this functionality
available, they’ve yet to be completed.
Fortunately, there’s a workaround that can give you access to a
designer, at least until native support is added. For now, you can create
a .NET Framework project that contains your UI files. This way you
can edit the UI files using the designer, and the .NET Core project
will then reference the UI files from the .NET Framework project.
This enables you to leverage the UI capabilities while still building
the application in .NET Core. Here’s how I do this for my project.
In addition to the PullRequestHub project you created, you’ll
want to add a new WinForms project running on a version of .NET
Full-Framework. Name this project PullRequestHub.Designer.
After the new project is created, remove the Form1 files from the
.NET Core project, leaving only the Program.cs class.
Navigate into the PullRequestHub.Designer and rename the form
files to PullRequestForm. Now you’ll edit the .NET Core project
file and add the following code to link the files together in both
projects. This will take care of any additional forms or resources
you create in the future, as well:
<ItemGroup>
<Compile Include=”..\PullRequestHub.Designer\**\*.cs” />
</ItemGroup>

Once you save the project file, you’ll see the PullRequestForm
files appear in the solution explorer and you’ll be able to interact
with them. When you want to use the UI editor, you’ll need to
make sure to close the PullRequestForm file from the .NET Core
project and open the PullRequestForm file from the .NET Framework project. The changes will take place in both, but the editor is
only available from the .NET Framework project.

Building the Application

Let’s start adding some code to the application. In order to retrieve
open pull requests from GitHub, I need to create an HttpClient.
This is where .NET Core 3.0 comes in, because it provides access to
the new HttpClientFactory. The HttpClient in the full-framework
version had some issues, including one with creating the client with
a using statement. The HttpClient object would be disposed of, but
the underlying socket wouldn’t be released for some time, which
by default is 240 seconds. If the socket connection remains open
for 240 seconds and you have a high throughput in your system,
there’s a chance your system saturates all the free sockets. When
this happens, new requests must wait for a socket to free up, which
can produce some rather drastic performance impacts.
The HttpClientFactory helps mitigate these issues. For one, it gives
msdnmagazine.com
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you an easier way to pre-configure client implementations in a more
central location. It also manages the lifetime of the HttpClients for
you, so you don’t run into the previously mentioned issues. Let’s look
at how you can do this now in a WinForms application.
One of the best and easiest ways to use this new feature is through
dependency injection. Dependency injection, or more generally
inversion of control, is a technique for passing dependencies into
classes. It’s also a fantastic way to reduce the coupling of classes and
to ease unit testing. For example, you’ll see how you can create an
instance of the IHttpClientFactory while the program is starting
up, with that object able to be leveraged later in the form. This was
not something very easily accomplished in WinForms on previous
versions of .NET, and it’s another advantage of using .NET Core.
In the Program.cs you’re going to create a method named
ConfigureServices. In this method, create a new ServiceCollection
to make services available to you via dependency injection. You’ll
need to install the latest of these two NuGet packages first:
- 'Microsoft.Extensions.DependencyInjection'
- 'Microsoft.Extensions.Http'

Then add the code shown in Figure 1. This creates a new IHttpClientFactory to be used in your forms. The result is a client that
you can explicitly use for requests involving the GitHub API.
Next, you need to register the actual form class, PullRequestForm,
as a singleton. To the end of this method, add the following line:
services.AddSingleton<PullRequestForm>();

Then you need to create an instance of the ServiceProvider.
At the top of the Program.cs class, create the following property:
private static IServiceProvider ServiceProvider { get; set; }

Now that you have a property for your ServiceProvider, at the
end of the ConfigureServices method, add a line to build the
ServiceProvider, like so:
ServiceProvider = services.BuildServiceProvider();

At the end of all of this, the full ConfigureServices method should
look like the code in Figure 2.
Now you need to wire the form up with the container when it
starts. When the application runs, this will invoke the PullRequestForm with the necessary services available to it. Change the Main
method to be the following code:
[STAThread]
static void Main()
{
Application.EnableVisualStyles();
Application.SetCompatibleTextRenderingDefault(false);
ConfigureServices();
Application.Run((PullRequestForm)ServiceProvider.
GetService(typeof(PullRequestForm)));
}

Figure 1 Create a New IHttpClientFactory
private static void ConfigureServices()
{
var services = new ServiceCollection();
services.AddHttpClient();
services.AddHttpClient(“github”, c =>
{
c.BaseAddress = new Uri(“https://api.github.com/”);
c.DefaultRequestHeaders.Add(“Accept”, “application/vnd.github.v3+json”);
c.DefaultRequestHeaders.Add(“User-Agent”, “HttpClientFactory-Sample”);
c.DefaultRequestHeaders.Add(“Accept”, “application/json”);
ServicePointManager.SecurityProtocol = SecurityProtocolType.Tls12;
});
}
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Great! Now you’re all wired up. In the PullRequestForm constructor, you’re going to inject the IHttpClientFactory you just
wired up and assign it to a local variable, as shown in the code here:

request, so add the latest version of Newtonsoft.Json package to
the project. Here’s the code:
private async Task<List<PullRequestData>> GetPullRequestData()
{
var gitHubResponse =
await _httpClient.GetStringAsync(
$”repos/dotnet/winforms/pulls?state=open”);
var gitHubData =
JsonConvert.DeserializeObject<List<PullRequestData>>(gitHubResponse);
return gitHubData;
}

private static HttpClient _httpClient;
public PullRequestForm(IHttpClientFactory httpClientFactory)
{
InitializeComponent();
_httpClient = httpClientFactory.CreateClient(“github”);
}

You now have an HttpClient you can use to make calls out to
GitHub to retrieve pull requests, issues and the like. This also makes
the next few steps a little tricky. The calls from the HttpClient are
going to be async requests, and if you’ve been using WinForms, you
know what’s coming. You’re going to have to handle the threading,
and send dispatch updates to the UI thread.
In order to kick off retrieving all of the pull requests, let’s add a button
to the view. This way you can, in the future, add more repos or more
groups of repos to check. Using the designer that you wired up, drag
the button on to the form and rename the text to read “Microsoft.”
While you’re at it, give your button a more meaningful name like
RetrieveData_Button. You’ll need to tie in to the RetrieveData_
Button_Click event, but you need it to be async, using this code:

This can now be invoked from the RetrieveData_Button_Click
method. Once you have a list of the data you want, create a list of
labels for each Title so you can display it on the form. After you
have the list of labels, you can add them to the UI in the UpdateUI
method. Figure 3 shows this.
Your UpdateUI method will then use the synchronizationContext to update the UI, like so:
public void UpdateUI(List<Label> labels)
{
synchronizationContext.Post(new SendOrPostCallback(o =>
{
foreach (var label in labels)
{
Controls.Add(label);
}

private async void RetrieveData_Button_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
}

Here’s where you’ll want to call a method that retrieves open GitHub
pull requests. But first, because you’re dealing with async calls now,
you must wire up the SynchronizationContext. You do this by adding
a new property and updating the constructor with the following code:
private static HttpClient _httpClient;
private readonly SynchronizationContext synchronizationContext;
public PullRequestForm(IHttpClientFactory httpClientFactory)
{
InitializeComponent();
synchronizationContext = SynchronizationContext.Current;
_httpClient = httpClientFactory.CreateClient(“github”);
}

Next, create a model named PullRequestData, so you can easily
deserialize your request. Here’s the code for that:
public class PullRequestData
{
public string Url { get; set; }
public string Title { get; set; }
}

Finally, create a method named GetPullRequestData. In this
method, you’re going to make your request to the GitHub API and
retrieve all the open pull requests. You’ll be deserializing a JSON

}

If you run the application and click the Microsoft button, the
UI will be updated with the titles of all the open pull requests from
the dotnet/winforms repository on GitHub.
Now it’s your turn. To truly make this a centralized pull request
hub, as the title of this article promises, let’s update this example
to read from multiple GitHub repositories. These repositories
don’t need to be from the Microsoft team, though it’s fun to watch
their progress. For example, microservices architectures are very
common, and in them you may have numerous repositories that
make up your system as a whole. Given that it’s usually a good idea
to not leave branches and pull requests out there, unmerged, for
too long, a tool like this could boost your insight into open pull
requests and improve the quality of your entire system.
You could certainly set up a Web app, but then you’d have to
worry about deployments, where it’s going to run, authentication
Figure 3 Invoking from RetrieveData_Button_Click
private async void RetrieveData_Button_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
var pullRequestData = await GetPullRequestData();
await
{
var
var
var
for
{

Figure 2 The ConfigureServices Method
private static void ConfigureServices()
{
var services = new ServiceCollection();
services.AddHttpClient();
services.AddHttpClient(“github”, c =>
{
c.BaseAddress = new Uri(“https://api.github.com/”);
c.DefaultRequestHeaders.Add(“Accept”, “application/vnd.github.v3+json”);
c.DefaultRequestHeaders.Add(“User-Agent”, “HttpClientFactory-Sample”);
c.DefaultRequestHeaders.Add(“Accept”, “application/json”);
ServicePointManager.SecurityProtocol = SecurityProtocolType.Tls12;
});
services.AddSingleton<PullRequestForm>();
ServiceProvider = services.BuildServiceProvider();
}
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}), labels);

Task.Run(() =>
labelsToAdd = new List<Label>();
verticalSpaceBetweenLabels = 20;
horizontalSpaceFromLeft = 10;
(int i = 0; i < pullRequestData.Count; i++)

Label label = new Label();
label.Text = pullRequestData[i].Title;
label.Left = horizontalSpaceFromLeft;
label.Size = new Size(100, 10);
label.AutoSize = true;
label.Top = (i * verticalSpaceBetweenLabels);
labelsToAdd.Add(label);

}

}
UpdateUI(labelsToAdd);
});
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and the like. With a WinForms application in .NET Core, you don’t
have to worry about any of this. Let’s now take a look at one of the
biggest advantages of building a WinForms app using .NET Core.

Packaging the Application

In the past, deploying a new or updated WinForms application
could cause problems related to the version of the .NET Framework
installed on the host machines. With .NET Core, apps can be deployed
self-contained and run from a single folder, with no dependencies to
the version of .NET Framework installed on the machine. This means
the user doesn’t need to install anything; they can simply run the
application. It also enables you to update and deploy apps one at a time,
because the packaged versions of .NET Core will not affect each other.
For the sample app in this article, you’ll want to package it up as
self-contained. Keep in mind that self-contained applications will be
larger because they include the .NET Core libraries with them. If you’re
deploying to machines with the latest versions of .NET Core installed,
you don’t need to make the app self-contained. Instead, you can reduce
the size of the deployed app by leveraging the installed version of .NET
Core. Self-contained options are for when you don’t want your application to be dependent on the environment in which it will be running.
To package the application locally, you need to make sure Developer Mode is enabled in your settings. Visual Studio will prompt
you and give you a link to the settings when you try to run the packaging project, but to enable it directly go to your Windows settings,
press the Windows key and search for Settings. In the search box
type “For developers settings” and select it. You’ll see an option to
enable Developer Mode. Select and enable this option.
For the most part, the steps to create a self-contained package will
seem familiar if you’ve previously packaged a WinForms application. First, start by creating a new Windows Application Packaging
Project. Name the new project PullRequestHubPackaging. When
prompted to select the target and minimum platform versions, use
the defaults and click OK. Right-click on Applications and add a
reference to the PullRequestHub project.
After the reference has been added, you need to set the
PullRequestHub project as the Entry Point. Once that’s done, the
next time you build you’ll very likely see the following error: “Project
PullRequestHub must specify ‘RuntimeIdentifiers’ in the project
file when ‘SelfContained’ is true.”
To fix this error, edit the PullRequestHub.csproj file. When you
open this project file, you’ll notice yet another advantage of using
.NET Core, because the project file is now using the new, lightweight
format. In .NET Framework-based WinForms projects, the project
file is much more verbose with explicit defaults and references, as
well as NuGet references split out into a packages.config file. The
new project file format brings package references into the project
file, making it possible to manage all your dependencies in one place.
In this file, in the first PropertyGroup node, add the following line:
<RuntimeIdentifiers>win-x86</RuntimeIdentifiers>

A Runtime Identifier is used to identify target platforms where
the application runs, and is used by .NET packages to represent
platform-specific assets in NuGet packages. Once this is added, the
build should succeed, and you can set the PullRequestHubPackaging
project as the startup project in Visual Studio.
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One thing to note in the PullRequestHubPackaging.wapproj
file is the setting to indicate that the project is self-contained. The
section of code in the file to pay attention to is the following:
<ItemGroup>
<ProjectReference Include=”..\PullRequestHub\PullRequestHub.csproj”>
<DesktopBridgeSelfContained>True</DesktopBridgeSelfContained>
<DesktopBridgeIdentifier>$(DesktopBridgeRuntimeIdentifier)
</DesktopBridgeIdentifier>
<Properties>SelfContained=%(DesktopBridgeSelfContained);
RuntimeIdentifier=%(DesktopBridgeIdentifier)
</Properties>
<SkipGetTargetFrameworkProperties>True
</SkipGetTargetFrameworkProperties>
</ProjectReference>
</ItemGroup>

Here you can see that the DesktopBridgeSelfContained option is
set to true, which enables the WinForms application to be packaged
with the .NET Core binaries. When you run the project, it dumps the
files out to a folder named “win-x86” found in a path similar to this:
C:\Your-Path\PullRequestHub\PullRequestHub\bin\x86\Debug\netcoreapp3.0

Inside of the win-x86 folder you’ll notice many DLLs, which
include everything that the self-contained app needs to run.
More likely, you’ll want to deploy the app as a side-loaded
application or upload it to the Microsoft Store. Side-loading will
make automatic updates possible using an appinstaller file. These
updates are supported starting with Visual Studio 2017, Update
15.7. You can also create packages that support submission to the
Microsoft Store for distribution. The Microsoft Store then handles
all the code signing, distribution and updating of the app.
In addition to these options, there’s ongoing work to make it possible for applications to be packaged up into a single executable,
eliminating the need to populate an output directory with DLLs.

Additional Advantages

With .NET Core 3.0, you’re also able to leverage features of C# 8.0,
including nullable reference types, default implementations on interfaces, improvements to switch statements using patterns, and asynchronous streams. To enable C# 8.0, open the PullRequestHub.csproj
file and add the following line to the first PropertyGroup:
<LangVersion>8.0</LangVersion>

Another advantage to using .NET Core and WinForms is that
both projects are open source. This gives you access to the source
code, and lets you file bugs, share feedback and become a contributor. Check out the WinForms project at github.com/dotnet/winforms.
.NET Core 3.0 promises to breathe new life into the investments
that enterprises and businesses have made into WinForms applications, which continue to be productive, reliable, and easy to deploy
and maintain. Developers can leverage new .NET Core-specific
classes like HttpClientFactory, employ C# 8.0 features like nullable
reference types, and package up self-contained applications. They
also gain access to the .NET Core CLI and all the performance
improvements that come with .NET Core.
n
Eric Fleming is a senior software engineer with more than a decade of experience

working with Microsoft tools and technologies. He blogs at ericflemingblog.com
and co-hosts the Function Junction YouTube channel that explores Azure
Functions. Follow him on Twitter: @efleming18.
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MACHINE LEARNING

Using Survival Analysis for
Predictive Maintenance
Zvi Topol
Some years ago, I introduced the basics of survival analysis these with the aim of analyzing and acting on this data in order to
and described how to implement a non-parametric algorithm called
Kaplan-Meier in C# (msdn.com/magazine/dn630650). Now, I’m going
to take another look at survival analysis, in particular at two more
advanced methodologies that are readily available on two popular
machine learning platforms, Spark Machine Learning Library
(MLLib) and h2o.ai, which are both supported by Azure HDInsight.
I’ll use a predictive maintenance use case as the ongoing example.

Predictive Maintenance for the
Industrial Internet of Things

The main idea behind the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is
to connect computers, devices, sensors, and industrial equipment
and applications within an organization and to continually collect
data, such as system errors and machine telemetry, from all of
This article discusses:
• Predictive maintenance
• Industrial Internet of Things
• Survival analysis
• Cox proportional hazards regression
• The Weibull Accelerated Failure Time Regression model

Technologies discussed:
R, Spark MLLib, h2o.ai, Azure HDInsight

optimize operational efficiencies.
The goal of predictive maintenance is to accurately predict when
a machine or any of its components will fail. If you can do this, you
can perform maintenance just before such failure is predicted to
occur. This is more efficient than not performing any maintenance
until a failure occurs, in which case the machine or component
will be unavailable until the failure is fixed, if indeed it’s reparable.
Such unplanned downtime is likely to be very costly.

The goal of predictive
maintenance is to accurately
predict when a machine or any of
its components will fail.
Predictive maintenance is also more effective than performing
preventive maintenance at frequent intervals, which could also be
costlier because unnecessary maintenance may be applied.
The example and the data I’ll use are an adapted version of the
example at bit.ly/2J4WnbN. The example includes 100 manufacturing
machines, with no interdependencies among the machines. Each
machine is one of four possible models.
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The data for the machines includes a history of failures, maintenance operations and sensor telemetry, as well as information
about the model and age (in years) of the machines. This data is
available in .csv files downloadable from the resource mentioned
earlier. I’ll also provide a transformed data file (comp1_df.csv)
that’s “survival analysis-ready” and will explain how to perform
the transformations later on.

When building statistical models,
you see covariates of three
primary data types: categorical,
ordinal and continuous.
Each machine in the original example has four different components, but I’m going to focus only on one component. The component
can either be maintained proactively prior to a failure, or maintained
after failure to repair it.

Survival Analysis

In my previous article about survival analysis, I introduced important basic concepts that I’ll use and extend in this article. I encourage
you to read that article to familiarize yourself with these concepts,
including the survival and hazard functions, censoring and the
non-parametric Kaplan-Meier (KM) estimator.
In this article, I’ll show how to extend the concept of the KM estimator to include covariates or variables (also known as features) that
can have effects on survival, or, in this case, on machine components’
failure. In the example, I’ll use machine model, machine age and
machine telemetry as covariates and use survival regression models
to estimate the effects of such covariates on machine failure.
The notion of estimating the effects of covariates on a target variable, in this case time to failure, hazard rate, or survival probabilities,
isn’t unique to survival analysis and is the basis for regression models
in general.
When building statistical models, you see covariates of three primary data types: categorical, ordinal and continuous. Categorical
data types are those types that fall into a few discrete categories.
Here, a machine model is a categorical data type—there are four
different machine models. Ordinal data types are categorical data
types that have some meaningful order. For example, ratings of
movies from one to 10, where 10 is the most entertaining and one
the least. Finally, continuous data types are those that represent
continuous numbers. Those would be the machine telemetry readings here, which are continuous numbers sampled at certain times
(in this case, hourly).
After identifying the data types and the methodology to be used,
you should encode the various data types into covariates. Typically,
for regression models, continuous variables are naturally encoded
as continuous covariates, while categorical data types will require
some form of encoding. A popular option for such encoding, which
msdnmagazine.com
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I’ll use in this article, is where, for categorical data types with N
categories, N-1 covariates are created, and a category i is represented
by setting its specific covariate to value one and all others to zero.
The Nth category is represented by setting all covariates to zero.
This is typically a good fit for regression models with an explicitly
defined baseline, where all covariates can be equal to zero. This is
also the format that the R programming language uses to encode
categorical variables or factors.
This encoding for categoricals has a straightforward interpretation for what it means for some or all covariates to be set to zero.
However, for continuous data types, setting a certain covariate to
zero may not always be meaningful. For example, if a covariate
represents machine height or width, setting that covariate to zero
would be meaningless, because there are no such machines in reality.
One way around this problem is to use mean centered continuous
covariates, where for a given covariate, its mean over the training
dataset is subtracted from its value. Then, when you set that transformed covariate to zero, it’s equivalent to setting the original covariate to its mean value. This technique is called “mean centering”
and I’ll use it here for the machine age and telemetry covariates.
It’s important to remember, that following this transformation,
you should always use mean centered covariates as an input to the
model. This is also the case when applying the regression model
to a new test dataset.
Once the data values are encoded as covariates, survival regression models then take those covariates and a certain form of survival
target variables (which I’ll talk about soon) and specify a model that
ties the effects of such covariates on survival/time-to-event.

Transformation of the Data to Survival
Format and Feature Engineering

In order to work with the survival regression models that I’ll
describe, your data needs to have at least two fields: the time stamp
of the event of interest (here, machine failure) and a Boolean field
indicating whether censoring occurred. (Here, censoring describes
a situation in which no failure occurred at or before a specified time.
In my example, maintenance happening in a preventive manner,
rather than as a response to failure, is considered to be censoring.

The survival regression models
I’ll discuss have different
assumptions made to simplify
their mathematical derivation.
The survival regression models I’ll discuss have different assumptions made to simplify their mathematical derivation. Some of these
assumptions may not hold here, but it’s still useful to apply survival
modeling to this example.
The survival analysis literature is very rich and many advanced
survival regression models and techniques have been developed to
May 2019 39
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address and relax some of these assumptions. You can read more
about such models and techniques in the book, “The Statistical
Analysis of Failure Time Data” by Kalbfleisch and Prentice
(Wiley-Interscience, 2002), at bit.ly/2TACdLR.

It’s frequently desirable to perform
additional transformations on the
covariates, which is often called
“feature engineering.”
I’ll make the assumption that each maintenance operation
performed on a machine component completely resets that
component and can therefore be treated independently. It’s then
possible to use survival regression on two types of intervals
(depicted in Figure 1):
• Th
 e interval between a failure and the preceding
maintenance operation (time to event).
• Th
 e interval between subsequent maintenance
operations (censoring).
Each interval in Figure 1 starts with a maintenance operation.
The first type of interval ends with X, denoting a failure, while the
second type ends with O, denoting another maintenance operation
prior to a failure (this is essentially a proactive maintenance operation), which in this case means a censored observation.
Therefore, the original data needs to be transformed into this
format with the two required fields. The “time_to_event” field represents the time in hours until either failure or the next maintenance
occurs. The “event” field is set to one for a failure and to zero for a
maintenance operation before failure.
It’s frequently desirable to perform additional transformations
on the covariates, which is often called “feature engineering.” The
purpose of this process is to generate covariates with better predictive power. For example, you can create another covariate that will
calculate the mean of the pressure in the 10 hours prior to failure.
There are many different options for functions and possible time

Machine

Machine X

Machine Y

Time

Figure 1 Survival Representation of Machine Failures
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windows to create such covariates, and there are a few tools you can
use to help automate this process, such as the open source Python
package tsfresh (tsfresh.readthedocs.io/en/latest).
Now I’m going to discuss the two survival regression models:
the Cox proportional hazard model (or Cox PH model) available
in h2o.ai and the Weibull Accelerated Failure Time model available in Spark MLLib.

Cox Proportional Hazards Regression

Recall that a hazard function determines the event rate at time t
for objects or individuals that are alive at time t. For the predictive
maintenance example, it can be described as the probability of failing
in the next hour, for a given time t and for all the machines where
component 1 failure hasn’t occurred since their last maintenance.
Higher hazard rates imply higher risk of experiencing failure. The
Cox PH regression estimates the effects of covariates on the hazard
rate as specified by the following model:
h(t) = h0(t)e β X +...+ β X
1

1

p

p

Here, h(t) is the hazard function at time t, h0(t) is the baseline
hazard at time t, the Xi variables are the different covariates and
the corresponding betas are coefficients corresponding to the
covariates (more on that a bit later). The baseline hazard is the hazard when all covariates are equal to zero. Note that this is closely
related to the intercept in other regression models, such as linear
or logistic regression.
According to this model, there’s no direct relationship between the
covariates and the survival time. This model is called semi-parametric
because the hazard rate at time t is a function of both a baseline hazard
rate that’s estimated from the data and doesn’t have a parametric closed
form and a multiplicative component that’s parameterized.

The baseline hazard is the
hazard when all covariates are
equal to zero.
The reason this model is called a proportional hazard model is
because it allows you to compare the ratio of two hazard functions.
In this case, given an estimated model, the ratio between two different data points is:
h1(t) = h0(t)e β X +...+ β X
= e β (X - X' ) +...+ β (X
h2(t) = h0(t)e β X +...+ β X
1

1

p

p

1

1

p

p

1

1

1

p

p

- X'p)

The baseline hazard rate cancels out and the resulting ratio
between the hazards is only a function of coefficients and covariates and again doesn’t depend on time. This is closely related to
logistic regression where the log of the odds is estimated. Also,
the Cox PH regression model doesn’t directly specify the survival
function, and the information it provides focuses on the ratio or
proportion of hazard functions. Therefore, it’s primarily used to
understand the effects of covariates on survivability, rather than
to directly estimate the survival function.
Machine Learning
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With the Cox PH model specified, the coefficients and the
non-parametric baseline hazard can be estimated using various
techniques. One popular technique is partial maximum likelihood
estimation (also used in h2o.ai).
The following code snippet is an R script that runs an estimation
of the Cox PH model using h2o.ai on the mean centered covariates (machine telemetry and age) and the categorical covariate
machine model:
library(h2o)
localH2O <- h2o.init()
inputFileName<-'comp1_df.csv'
df<-read.csv(inputFileName, header=TRUE, stringsAsFactors=TRUE)
df.hex <- as.h2o(df, key = "df.hex")
model <- h2o.coxph(x = c("age_mean_centered", "model","volt_mean_centered",
"rotate_mean_centered","pressure_mean_centered", "vibration_mean_centered"),
event_column = "event", stop_column ="time_to_event" ,training_frame = df.hex)
summary(model)

At the time of this writing, the Cox PH model in h2o.ai isn’t
available to use from Python, so R code is provided. Installation
instructions are available at bit.ly/2z2QweL, or, for h2o.ai with Azure
HDInsight, at bit.ly/2J7nXp6.
Running the code snippet generates the output shown in Figure 2.
The first important thing to note is the estimated coefficients of
the covariates. The machine model covariate is encoded as a categorical data type. The baseline for this category is model1, which is
represented by setting the three covariates encoding the other three
machine models (model.model2, model.model3 and model.model4)
to zero. Each covariate gets its own coefficient. Understanding how
to interpret the coefficients is important.
If you apply the exponential function to the coefficients for
the machine model covariates (exp(coeff) in the output), you see
that model.model2 has a value of 0.9352, while model.model4
has a value of 1.3619. This means that machines of model2 have
a hazard rate that’s 6.5 percent lower than the hazard rate of the
baseline machine model (model 1), and that machines of model.
model4 have a considerably higher hazard of 36.2 percent compared to machines of model.model1. In other words, machines of
model.model4 have the highest risk of failure, while machines of
model.model2 have the lowest risk of failure. Therefore, when prioritizing maintenance operations, the model of the machine should
be an important factor to take into consideration.
All other covariates are mean centered continuous covariates.
The interpretation of the coefficients affiliated with them is that
now the hazard ratio is given by the exponential of the covariates
around their means. Therefore, by increasing a covariate value
by one unit (keeping all other covariates fixed), the hazard ratio
increases (or decreases) by the exponential of the coefficient (in
a similar way to that of the categorical variable). So, for example,
by increasing the voltage by one unit, the risk for failure increases
by 3.2 percent.
Another important point to mention here concerns model diagnostics techniques. Such techniques provide a basis to understand
whether the model considered (in this case, the Cox PH model)
is appropriate. Here, the Rsquare value (a value between zero and
one, the higher the better) is relatively low (0.094) and most of
the z-scores of the coefficients don’t indicate that the coefficients
are statistically significant (there isn’t enough evidence to support
that they’re different from zero). Both of these indicators lead to
msdnmagazine.com
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Figure 2 Output for the Cox PH Regression
Surv(time_to_event, event) ~ model + volt_mean_centered + rotate_mean_centered +
pressure_mean_centered + vibration_mean_centered + age_mean_centered
n= 709, number of events= 192
coef
exp(coef) se(coef)
z
model.model2
-0.066955 0.935237 0.257424 -0.260
model.model3
-0.021837 0.978400 0.215614 -0.101
model.model4
0.308878 1.361896 0.227469 1.358
volt_mean_centered
0.031903 1.032418 0.003990 7.995
rotate_mean_centered
0.001632 1.001633 0.001362 1.199
pressure_mean_centered
-0.008164 0.991869 0.005768 -1.415
vibration_mean_centered
0.018220 1.018387 0.013866 1.314
age_mean_centered
0.004804 1.004815 0.013293 0.361
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
model.model2
model.model3
model.model4
volt_mean_centered
rotate_mean_centered
pressure_mean_centered
vibration_mean_centered
age_mean_centered

exp(coef)
0.9352
0.9784
1.3619
1.0324
1.0016
0.9919
1.0184
1.0048

exp(-coef)
1.0692
1.0221
0.7343
0.9686
0.9984
1.0082
0.9819
0.9952

Pr(>|z|)
0.795
0.919
0.174
1.33e-15 ***
0.231
0.157
0.189
0.718

lower .95 upper .95
0.5647
1.549
0.6412
1.493
0.8720
2.127
1.0244
1.041
0.9990
1.004
0.9807
1.003
0.9911
1.046
0.9790
1.031

Rsquare= 0.094 (max possible= 0.941 )
Likelihood ratio test= 70.1 on 8 df, p=4.69e-12
Wald test
= 70.19 on 8 df, p=4.514e-12

the conclusion that there’s room for improvement, for example
through feature engineering. There are also other statistical tests
that are specific to the Cox PH model that should be conducted.
You can consult the survival analysis literature I mentioned earlier
for more details.

The Accelerated Failure Time Model

The survival regression model in Spark MLLib is the Accelerated
Failure Time (AFT) model. This model directly specifies a survival
function from a certain theoretical math distribution (Weibull)
and has the accelerated failure time property.
The AFT model is defined as follows. Assume an object is characterized by using the (linear) covariates and coefficients:
β1X1 +...+ βpXp
Also assume that the object has a parametric survival function s(t) and, denoted by s0(t), the survival function of a baseline
object (with all covariates set to zero). The AFT model defines the
relationship between s(t) and s0(t) as:
S(t) = S0(teβ X
1

1

+...+ βp Xp)

From this definition you can see why the model is called
Accelerated Failure Time model. It’s because the survival function
includes an accelerator factor, which is the exponential function
of the linear combinations of the covariates, which multiplies the
survival time t.
This type of model is useful when there are certain covariates,
such as age (in my dataset, machine age), that may cause monotonic acceleration or deceleration of survival/failure time.
The Weibull distribution is a generalization of the exponential
distribution and is a continuous distribution popular in parametric
survival models. There are a few variations on how to parameterize
May 2019 41
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it. Here, I’ll use the following two-parameter Weibull distribution
version for t>=0:
ƒ(t) = λkt k-1e -λtk
(There are also versions with three parameters.) The two parameters of the distribution are the shape that’s determined by k and the
scale that’s determined by lambda. A rough analogy is the way a bellshaped distribution has a characteristic mean and standard deviation.
1.0
K=10, lambda = 1

0.8
0.6
Weibull
Survival
Probability 0.4

K=1,
lambda
=1
K=1,
lambda = 0.5

0.2
0.0
0

2

4

6

8

10

t

Figure 3 Weibull Distribution Shape as a Function of Different
Values of K and Lambda
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Figure 4 Weibull Survival Function Shape for Different Values
of K and Lambda
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Figure 5 Accelerated Failure Time for the Weibull Survival
Probability Function
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h(t) = λkt k-1
s(t) = e -λtk
Unlike the Cox PH model, both the survival and the hazard functions are fully specified and have parametric representations. Please
refer to Figure 3 and Figure 4 for visualizations of the Weibull distribution and survival functions for different values of k and lambda.
Figure 5 illustrates the effects that AFT model covariates have
on the shape of the Weibull survival function.

The Weibull distribution is a
generalization of the exponential
distribution and is a continuous
distribution popular in
parametric survival models.
Estimation of the coefficients for the AFT Weibull model in
Spark MLLib is done using the maximum likelihood estimation
algorithm. You can learn more about how it’s done at bit.ly/2XSauom,
and find the implementation code at bit.ly/2HtJw0v.
Unlike the estimation of the Cox PH model, where only the coefficients of the covariates are reported (along with some diagnostics),
the results obtained from estimating the Weibull AFT model report
the coefficients of the covariates, as well as parameters specific for
the Weibull distribution—an intercept and a scale parameter. I’ll
show how to convert those to k and lambda in a bit.
The results for the Weibull AFT implementation in Spark MLLib
match the results for the Weibull AFT implementation using the
survreg function from the popular R library “survival” (more
details are available at bit.ly/2XSxkw8).
You can run the following R script for the AFT Weibull model
estimation (the code runs on a locally installed Spark MLLi, but
you can also use Spark on HDInsight at bit.ly/2u2U5Qf):
library(survival)
library(SparkR, lib.loc = c(file.path(Sys.getenv("SPARK_HOME"), "R", "lib")))
sparkR.session(master = "local[*]")
inputFileName<-'comp1_df.csv'
df<-read.csv(inputFileName, header=TRUE, stringsAsFactors=TRUE)
aftMachineDF<-suppressWarnings(createDataFrame(df))
aftMachineModel <- spark.survreg(aftMachineDF,Surv(time_to_event, event) ~ model +
age_mean_centered + volt_mean_centered + rotate_mean_centered +
pressure_mean_centered + vibration_mean_centered)
summary(aftMachineModel)

0.8
AFT
0.6
Weibull
Survival
Probability 0.4

Recall that the relationship between the distribution density
function f(t), the hazard function h(t) and the survival function
s(t) is given by f(t) = h(t)s(t).
The following are the Weibull hazard and survival functions:

10

The script generates only the estimated coefficients without
additional information. It’s possible to get such information by
running survreg (because results match):
library(survival)
machineModel<-survreg(Surv(time_to_event, event) ~ model + age_mean_centered +
volt_mean_centered+rotate_mean_centered + pressure_mean_centered +
vibration_mean_centered, df, dist='weibull')
summary(machineModel)
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In this case, the R script generates the more elaborate output
shown in Figure 6.
Before moving on to describe the output, I should mention that
the Weibull parameterization in Spark MLLib and in survreg is a
bit different than the parameterization I discussed.
A transformation is required and can be done as follows. Denote
the parameters reported—intercept by m and scale by s—then k =
1/s, lambda = exp(-m/s) and each coefficient should be multiplied
by (-1/s). There’s an R package called SurvRegCensCov that can do
this conversion automatically, using ConvertWeibull on the model
that survreg estimated:
$vars

Estimate
1.260459e-06
1.662064e+00
-6.696297e-02
-4.524990e-02
2.723541e-01
1.251958e-03
3.279500e-02
1.274045e-03
-8.598142e-03
.365213e-02

lambda
gamma
modelmodel2
modelmodel3
modelmodel4
age_mean_centered
volt_mean_centered
rotate_mean_centered
pressure_mean_centered
vibration_mean_centered

SE
8.642772e-07
8.636644e-02
2.569595e-01
2.155000e-01
2.268785e-01
1.322780e-02
3.947495e-03
1.365339e-03
5.807130e-03
1.391255e-02

Here, gamma is equal to k from the previous Weibull parameterization. (For more information on SurvRegCensCov, see bit.ly/2CgcSMg.)
Given the estimated parameters, unlike with the Cox PH model,
it’s now possible to directly obtain the survival function (it’s the
Weibull AFT survival function) and use it to predict survival probabilities for any covariates. Assuming the first point in the dataset
is a new data point, you can run the following:
predict(machineModel, newdata=df[1,], type='quantile')

This yields the time to event (in hours) for the quantiles 0.1 and
0.9 (the defaults), like so:

Figure 6 Output for the Weibull AFT Regression
survreg(formula = Surv(time_to_event, event) ~ model + age_mean_centered
+
volt_mean_centered + rotate_mean_centered + pressure_mean_centered +
vibration_mean_centered, data = df, dist = "weibull")
Value
Std. Error
z
p
(Intercept)
8.172991
0.119133
68.6040
0.00e+00
modelmodel2
0.040289
0.154668
0.2605
7.94e-01
modelmodel3
0.027225
0.129629
0.2100
8.34e-01
modelmodel4
-0.163865
0.136382 -1.2015
2.30e-01
age_mean_centered
-0.000753
0.007960
-0.0946
9.25e-01
volt_mean_centered
-0.019731
0.002583 -7.6391
2.19e-14
rotate_mean_centered
-0.000767
0.000821 -0.9334
3.51e-01
pressure_mean_centered
0.005173
0.003496
.4795
1.39e-01
vibration_mean_centered
-0.008214
0.008391 -0.9789
3.28e-01
Log(scale)
-0.508060
0.051963 -9.7773
1.41e-22
Scale= 0.602
Weibull distribution
Loglik(model)= -1710.3 Loglik(intercept only)= -1747.2
Chisq= 73.73 on 8 degrees of freedom, p= 8.9e-13
Number of Newton-Raphson Iterations: 8
n= 709

As with the Cox PH model estimation, the p column in the output
of survreg provides information about the statistical significance of
the coefficients estimated, though in this case the figures are better
(lower p-values). There’s still room for feature engineering here as
was described before for the Cox PH model.
It’s also important to perform model diagnostics here, as was
the case in the Cox PH regression, to make sure that the Weibull
AFT model is a good fit for the data, compared, for example, to
other parametric models. While I won’t describe this process here,
you can learn more about it by referring to the “Survival Analysis”
book I mentioned earlier.

807.967 5168.231

Estimation of the coefficients
for the AFT Weibull model
in Spark MLLib is done using
the maximum likelihood
estimation algorithm.
This means that given the covariates of the first data point (listed
here), the probability of failure is 10 percent at or just before 807.967
hours following a maintenance operation, and the probability of
failure is 90 percent at or just before 5168.231 hours following the
maintenance operation:
model
model3

age
18

pressure_mean_centered
10.10773

volt_mean_centered
3.322762
vibration_mean_centered
11.4267

rotate_mean_centered
51.8113
age_mean_centered
6.488011

You can also use parameter “p” to get the survival time for any
quantiles between zero and one; for example, adding the parameter
“p=0.5” will give the median failure time, which, for the first data
point, is 2509.814 hours after a maintenance operation.
msdnmagazine.com
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Wrapping Up

I’ve presented the use of predictive maintenance for the IIoT as a
motivating example for the adoption of two survival regression
models that are available in h2o.ai and Spark MLLib. I showed
how to model a machine failure predictive maintenance problem
in the survival analysis framework by encoding variables as covar
iates and transforming the time series data to survival format. I also
described the two survival models, the differences between them
and how to apply them to the data. Finally, I talked briefly about
interpretation of the results and model diagnostics. It’s important
to note that I only scratched the surface of this fascinating and
very rich topic, and I encourage you to explore more. A starting
point for doing so is by referring to the literature I mentioned in
the article.
n
Zvi Topol has been working as a data scientist in various industry verticals,

including marketing analytics, media and entertainment, and Industrial Internet of Things. He has delivered and lead multiple machine learning and analytics
projects, including natural language and voice interfaces, cognitive search, video
analysis, recommender systems and marketing decision support systems. Topol
is currently with MuyVentive LLC, an advanced analytics R&D company, and
can be reached at zvi.topol@muyventive.com.
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DINO ESPOSITO

Routing and Route Templates in Blazor
A remarkable difference between the old days of ASP.NET Web
Forms and the modern Web is the presence of a routing component at the gate of the Web server. In Web Forms, the vast majority
of Web endpoints were physical file resources, invoked directly
through their page path.
With ASP.NET MVC, a routing component kicks in whenever
the requested URL can’t be mapped to a physical server file. The
router takes the requested URL as an instruction to execute that
has a client response as its output, whether an HTML view, a JSON
payload, a binary stream or other output. The URL can also include
optional parameters that help the router determine the specific
content to present.
All Web development frameworks today have a routing component, and Blazor is no exception. In this article, I’ll explore the implementation and programming interface of the Blazor routing engine.

The Routing Engine

The Blazor routing engine is a component that runs on the client
side. It’s implementation, however, is made of C# code found in
one of the assemblies downloaded in the browser and run through
the WebAssembly processor. In Blazor applications, the router is
currently configured in the app.cshtml file, like so:
<Router AppAssembly=typeof(Program).Assembly />

The following code shows the current content of the
program.cs file. As you can see, at the moment it doesn’t include
anything related to the router engine, but something is expected to
happen later. Or at least, this is what the comment found in the
Visual Studio autogenerated app.cshtml files suggests:
public static void Main(string[] args)
{
BrowserHttpMessageHandler.DefaultCredentials =
FetchCredentialsOption.Include;
CreateHostBuilder(args).Build().Run();
}
public static IWebAssemblyHostBuilder CreateHostBuilder(
string[] args) =>
BlazorWebAssemblyHost
.CreateDefaultBuilder()
.UseBlazorStartup<Startup>();

The router class gets the provided assembly name and searches
it, along with all referenced assemblies, for Blazor components that
match the URL of the ongoing request. Note that this particular
aspect of the router class behavior may evolve in the future toward
a model where you have to explicitly specify the assemblies that
you want the router to consider. That way you don’t accidentally
end up with endpoints that you didn’t expect.

Internally, the router builds up a table of routes and sorts them
in a given order. The list of candidate routes results from the list of
classes in the explored assemblies that implement the IComponent
interface and, more importantly, are decorated with the Route
attribute. All collected routes are stored in a dictionary sorted from
the most specific to the least specific.
The evaluation algorithm is based on segments discovered in the
URL and their position in the string. For example, a literal segment
is more specific than a parameter segment, and in turn a parameter
segment with more route constraints is considered more specific
than others that present fewer constraints. Furthermore, as it happens in ASP.NET MVC, when it comes to resolving a URL, routes
in the table are evaluated from most to least specific and the search
stops at first match.

Web development frameworks
today have a routing
component, whether they’re
plain server environments such
as ASP.NET Core or single-page
application (SPA) frameworks.
On the client-side, the router engages in a number of situations,
most commonly when the user clicks a link, a submit button on a
form, or an item in a dropdown list that triggers a server call. The
router binds to an internal location-changed event and handles—
from the client side—the whole process of navigating to the newly
requested path. Needless to say, the router kicks in also when the
location of the application is changed programmatically. Last,
but not least, the router logs in the browser history any location
change it’s responsible for, so the back and forward buttons can
work as users expect.

A War of Routers: Blazor vs. Angular

For a long time, the implementation of routing logic was buried
in the folds of Web servers or server-side frameworks such as
ASP.NET. It was with SPA frameworks—of which Angular is the
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king—that router implementations moved to the client. Let’s take
a moment to run a brief comparison of the features in the consolidated Angular router and the still in-the-works router of Blazor.
The bottom line is that the Blazor router at the moment only
provides basic functionality as a client-side router. For instance, it
lacks the ability to check authorizations on a route and create links
that perform view transitions when the location changes. And unlike the Angular router, it cannot work asynchronously to run the
resolve step after obtaining route parameters. Finally, the Blazor
router lacks support for conditional redirection to alternate routes—
something, again, that the Angular router can do.
It’s reasonable to expect that part of this delta will be reduced by
the time Blazor ships as version 1.0.

Route Templates

Routing is the process that binds together a URL with a list of
known URL patterns. In Blazor, URL patterns, or route templates,
are collected in a route table. The table is populated by looking
at the components of the Blazor application decorated with the
Route attribute. The path to each of those components becomes a
supported route template.
At the moment, there’s just one way for developers to control
the route path of reachable components: the @page directive. In
ASP.NET Core, for example, a developer can define routes explic
itly by adding them to the table programmatically, letting the
system figure out candidates using the default route conventions
or using attributes on controller methods. If you use Razor pages
in ASP.NET Core applications, then you go through exactly the
same experience as a Blazor developer—the @page directive.
In summary, each and every Blazor component must specify
its route template through the @page directive to be reachable.
A Blazor component is made of a .cshtml file that’s compiled into
a C# class that implements the IComponent interface. The same
dynamically compiled class is also decorated with the Route attribute if the Razor source contains the @page directive.
It’s interesting to note that Blazor supports multiple route
directives in the same view. In other words, the following code is
well supported:
@page “/”
@page “/home”
<h1>My Home Page</h1>

All routes discovered are put in the same route table container and
sorted according to the aforementioned rules. In the previous sample,
both route directives are made of literals, so they both go in the top area
of the final container and are sorted in order of (relative) appearance.
Routes do support parameters, and a parametric route is recognized at a lower priority in the final table than literal routes, as it’s
considered less specific. Here’s an example of a parametric route:
@page “/user/view/{Id}”

The URL pattern-matching algorithm triggers for this route when
the URL comprises the server name followed by /user/view/. Any
content in the URL that trails /user/view/ is associated with the
named parameter {Id}.
If you’re familiar with ASP.NET MVC (and to a good extent
even Web Forms), this model-binding pattern should be old hat.
In ASP.NET, route parameters are assigned to the formal parame48 msdn magazine
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ters of the matched controller method. In Blazor, things are slightly
different but comparable.
In Blazor, router parameters are automatically assigned to the properties of the component annotated with the [Parameter] attribute. The
matching occurs on the names of parameters and properties. Here’s
a quick example:
@page “/user/view/{Id}”
<h1>Hello @Id!</h1>
@functions {
[Parameter]
public string Id { get; set; }

}

protected override void OnInit()
{
// Some code here
}

At the moment, Blazor doesn’t support optional parameters, so if
{Id} in the sample URL is missing, the entire URL isn’t matched. To
avoid this, the best current workaround is to have two @page directives, with and without the parameter, as shown in the following code:
@page “/user/view/{Id}”
@page “/user/view/”
<h1>Hello @Id!</h1>
@functions {
[Parameter]
public string Id { get; set; } = “0”;

}

protected override void OnInit()
{
// Some code here
}

At the same time, you might also want to give the bound page
parameter a default that’s overridden if a value is passed via the URL.

It should be noted that while the
Blazor router can be triggered
by links, it can also be triggered
programmatically.
Type matching is a common problem with parametric routes and
automatic binding to variables. If the segment of the URL contains a
literal string, but the bound variable is declared of type int, what happens? In normal conditions, without any precaution, it probably yields
an exception, as a literal value is stuffed into an integer container. If
you need to make sure that only values of a given type are specified
where a parameter is expected, you should opt for route constraints.
A route constraint is nothing new if you’re familiar with any
flavor of ASP.NET MVC. It consists of adding a type attribute to
each URL parameter, as shown here:
@page “/user/view/{Id:int}”

The name of the parameter is followed by a colon symbol and a
literal that refers to a .NET type. Supported literals match one-toone most of the .NET primitive types: int, bool, double, float, datetime, long and decimal. For routes with constraints, any parameter
Cutting Edge
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values that can’t be converted successfully to the specified type
invalidate the match and the route isn’t recognized.

Smarter Links and Programmatic URL Navigation

In a Blazor application, you’re welcome to use anchor tags to create links to external content. However, when anchor tags are used
to render a menu or a navigation bar, some additional work may
be necessary to adjust CSS styles and to reflect the state of the link.
The built-in Blazor NavLink component can be used wherever an
anchor element is required, but especially in a menu. The difference
between a canonical HTML anchor element and the NavLink component is in the automatic assignment of the “active” style when the
current address matches the link. The “active” CSS class is automatically added to the anchor tag rendered by the NavLink component if
the current page URL matches the referenced URL. The implementation of the “active” CSS class remains the responsibility of the page
developer. The component also includes a property that controls
how matching is done. You can do a strict match or a prefix match.
The Blazor router can also be triggered programmatically. To
navigate via code from within a Blazor page, you should first
inject the configured dependency for the IUriHelper abstract type.
The @inject directive does the job, as shown here:
@inject Microsoft.AspNetCore.Blazor.Services.IUriHelper Navigator

The injected object can be commanded via the method NavigateTo. The method takes the URL as an argument:
Navigator.NavigateTo(“/user/view/1”);

Untitled-2 1
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The method is conceptually equivalent to setting the href property of the DOM location object in pure JavaScript. In Blazor,
though, the router makes the magic of navigating without leaving
the client and without fully reloading the content from the server.

What’s Missing

The Blazor framework is an attractive piece of software, but one
that remains very much in the works. There are a number of missing routing features—for example, the ability to attach roles or user
identities to a route—and authentication and authorization is still
incomplete. Any consideration around security-related facilities
in routes must wait until those APIs are finalized.
Another important piece of the routing puzzle that’s missing: The
ability to fully customize the logic of the router that decides about the
target URL. This feature would help developers gain control over invalid
link requests. While the Blazor router is far from finished, work continues toward a mature, shipping framework. You can view enhancements
to the Blazor routing system tracked by the team at bit.ly/2TtY0DP.
n
Dino Esposito has authored more than 20 books and 1,000-plus articles in his

25-year career. Author of “The Sabbatical Break,” a theatrical-style show, Esposito
is busy writing software for a greener world as the digital strategist at BaxEnergy.
Follow him on Twitter: @despos.
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Test Run

JAMES MCCAFFREY

Weighted k-NN Classification Using C#
The goal of a machine learning (ML) classification problem is to
predict a discrete value. For example, you might want to predict
the political leaning (conservative, moderate, liberal) of a person
based on their age, annual health care expenses, sex, years of education and so on. There are many different classification techniques,
including neural networks, decision trees and logistic regression.
In this article I show how to implement the weighted k-nearest
neighbors algorithm, using the C# language.

When using k-NN, it’s important
to normalize the data so that
large values, such as an annual
expense of $30,000, don’t
overwhelm small values,
such as an age of 25.

The weighted voting values for classes (0, 1, 2) are (0.3879, 0.4911,
0.1209), so the item at (0.35, 0.38) would be classified as class 1.
This article assumes you have intermediate or better programming skills with C# or a C-family language such as Python or Java,
but doesn’t assume you know anything about the weighted k-NN
algorithm. The complete demo code and the associated data are presented in this article. The source code and the data are also available
in the accompanying download. All normal error checking has been
removed to keep the main ideas as clear as possible.

Understanding the Weighted k-NN Algorithm

The weighted k-NN algorithm is one of the simplest of all ML
techniques, but there are a few tricky implementation details. The
first question most developers have is, “How do you determine the
value of k?” The somewhat unsatisfying answer is that the value of
k must be determined by trial and error.
When using k-NN, you must compute the distances from the
item-to-classify to all the labeled data. There are many distance

The best way to understand where this article is headed
is to take a look at the demo run in Figure 1 and a graph
of the associated data in Figure 2. The demo program sets
up 33 dummy data items. Each item represents a person’s
age, annual health care expenses and an arbitrary class to
predict (0, 1, 2), which you can think of as political leaning,
for concreteness. The data has only two predictor variables
so it can be displayed in a graph, but k-NN works with any
number of predictors.
The data has been normalized. When using k-NN, it’s
important to normalize the data so that large values, such
as an annual expense of $30,000, don’t overwhelm small
values, such as an age of 25. The goal of the demo is to predict the class of a new person who has normalized age and
expenses of (0.35, 0.38). The demo sets k = 6 and finds the
six labeled data items that are closest to the item-to-classify.
After identifying the six closest labeled data items, the
demo uses a weighted voting technique to reach a decision.
Code download available at msdn.com/magazine/0519magcode.

Figure 1 Weighted k-NN Classification Demo Run
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The Demo Program

The complete demo program, with a few minor edits to save space,
is presented in Figure 3. To create the program, I launched Visual
Studio and created a new console application named WeightedKNN. I used Visual Studio 2017 but the demo has no significant
.NET Framework dependencies.
After the template code loaded, in the editor window I removed
all unneeded namespace references, leaving just the reference to the
top-level System namespace. In the Solution Explorer window, I
right-clicked on file Program.cs, renamed it to the more descriptive
WeightedKNNProgram.cs, and allowed Visual Studio to automatically rename class Program.

After computing all distances
and finding the k-nearest
distances, you must use a voting
algorithm to determine the
predicted class.
For simplicity, the demo program uses a static code approach
rather than an object-oriented programming approach. Most of
the work is done in the Analyze method.
msdnmagazine.com
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k-NN Demo Data

0.80

class 0
class 1
class 2
item to classify

0.70
Person Expenses x $100,000

functions, but using Euclidean distance is simple and effective.
The Euclidean distance between the two items is the square root
of the sum of the squared differences of coordinates. For example,
if a labeled data item is (0.20, 0.60) and the item to classify is (0.35,
0.38) then:
dist = sqrt( (0.20 - 0.35)^2 + (0.60 - 0.38)^2 )
= sqrt(0.0225 + 0.0484)
= 0.2663
After computing all distances and finding the k-nearest distances,
you must use a voting algorithm to determine the predicted class.
There are many ways to compute a prediction from distances.
The demo program uses the inverse weights technique, which is
best explained by example. Suppose, as in the demo, the six closest distances are (0.0728, 0.0781, 0.1118, 0.1217, 0.1300, 0.1414) and
the associated labeled classes are (0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 2). You compute the
inverse of each distance, find the sum of the inverses, then divide
each inverse by the sum. For the demo, the inverses are (13.7363,
12.8041, 8.9445, 8.2169, 7.6923, 7.0721). The sum of the inverses
is 58.4663. Dividing each inverse distance by the sum gives the
weights: (0.2349, 0.2190, 0.1530, 0.1405, 0.1316, 0.1210).
Each weight is a vote for its associated class. In the demo, the
first and third closest items have class 0, so the vote for class 0 is
the sum of the first and third weights: 0.2349 + 0.1530 = 0.3879.
Similarly, the vote for class 1 is 0.2190 + 0.1405 + 0.1316 = 0.4911.
And the vote for class 2 is just the sixth weight, 0.1210. The final
prediction is the class that has the largest vote.

0.60
0.50
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0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
0.00

0.20

0.40
0.60
Person Age x 100 years

0.80

1.00

Figure 2 Weighted k-NN Data

Loading Data into Memory

The demo program hardcodes the dummy data and the item-to-classify:
double[][] data = new double[33][];
data[0] = new double[] { 0, 0.25, 0.43, 0 };
// Etc.
data[32] = new double[] { 32, 0.46, 0.22, 2 };
double[] item = new double[] { 0.35, 0.38 };

I named the data as just “data”
rather than something like
trainData because data used by
k-NN isn’t really used to train
a general model.
In a non-demo scenario, you’d likely store your data in a text file
or SQL table and write a helper method to load the data into an
array-of-arrays-style matrix. I named the data as just “data,” rather
than something like trainData because data used by k-NN isn’t
really used to train a general model.
The first value in each data item is an arbitrary ID. I used consecutive integers from zero to 32 but, in many cases, you’d have
meaningful IDs, such as a person’s employee ID number. The k-NN
algorithm doesn’t need data IDs, so the ID column could’ve been
omitted. The second and third values are the normalized predictor
values. The fourth value is the class ID. Class IDs for k-NN don’t
need to be zero-based integers, but using this scheme is programmatically convenient.

Computing Distances

The first step in the k-NN algorithm is to compute the distance
from each labeled data item to the item-to-be classified. Based on
my experience and a few research results, the choice of distance
function to apply isn’t as critical as you might think, and simple
Euclidean distance usually works well.
May 2019 51
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The demo implementation of Euclidean distance is:
static double DistFunc(double[] item, double[] dataPoint)
{
double sum = 0.0;
for (int i = 0; i < 2; ++i) {
double diff = item[i] - dataPoint[i+1];

}

sum += diff * diff;
}
return Math.Sqrt(sum);

Notice that the for-loop indexing is hardcoded with 2 for the
number of predictor values, and the difference between item[i] and

Figure 3 The Weighted k-NN Demo Program
using System;
namespace WeightedKNN
{
class WeightedKNNProgram
{
static void Main(string[] args)
{
Console.WriteLine("Begin weighted k-NN demo ");
Console.WriteLine("Normalized age-expenses data: ");
Console.WriteLine("[id = 0, 0.25, 0.43, class = 0]");
Console.WriteLine(" . . . ");
Console.WriteLine("[id = 32, 0.46, 0.22, class = 2]");
double[][] data = new double[33][];
data[0] = new double[] { 0, 0.25, 0.43, 0
data[1] = new double[] { 1, 0.26, 0.54, 0
data[2] = new double[] { 2, 0.27, 0.60, 0
data[3] = new double[] { 3, 0.37, 0.31, 0
data[4] = new double[] { 4, 0.38, 0.70, 0
data[5] = new double[] { 5, 0.49, 0.32, 0
data[6] = new double[] { 6, 0.46, 0.70, 0
data[7] = new double[] { 7, 0.55, 0.32, 0
data[8] = new double[] { 8, 0.58, 0.74, 0
data[9] = new double[] { 9, 0.67, 0.42, 0
data[10] = new double[] { 10, 0.69, 0.51,
data[11] = new double[] { 11, 0.66, 0.63,

};
};
};
};
};
};
};
};
};
};
0 };
0 };

data[12]
data[13]
data[14]
data[15]
data[16]
data[17]
data[18]
data[19]
data[20]
data[21]
data[22]
data[23]
data[24]
data[25]
data[26]

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new

double[]
double[]
double[]
double[]
double[]
double[]
double[]
double[]
double[]
double[]
double[]
double[]
double[]
double[]
double[]

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

12,
13,
14,
15,
16,
17,
18,
19,
20,
21,
22,
23,
24,
25,
26,

0.29,
0.35,
0.39,
0.47,
0.48,
0.45,
0.55,
0.57,
0.56,
0.68,
0.78,
0.86,
0.86,
0.86,
0.78,

0.43,
0.51,
0.63,
0.40,
0.50,
0.61,
0.41,
0.53,
0.62,
0.12,
0.24,
0.30,
0.22,
0.12,
0.14,

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

};
};
};
};
};
};
};
};
};
};
};
};
};
};
};

data[27]
data[28]
data[29]
data[30]
data[31]
data[32]

=
=
=
=
=
=

new
new
new
new
new
new

double[]
double[]
double[]
double[]
double[]
double[]

{
{
{
{
{
{

27,
28,
29,
30,
31,
32,

0.28,
0.25,
0.39,
0.37,
0.45,
0.46,

0.13,
0.21,
0.14,
0.24,
0.13,
0.22,

2
2
2
2
2
2

};
};
};
};
};
};

double[] item = new double[] { 0.35, 0.38 };
Console.WriteLine("Nearest (k=6) to (0.35, 0.38):");
Analyze(item, data, 6, 3); // 3 classes
Console.WriteLine("End weighted k-NN demo ");
Console.ReadLine();
} // Main
// -----------------------------------------------------static void Analyze(double[] item, double[][] data,
int k, int c)
{
// 1. Compute all distances
int N = data.Length;
double[] distances = new double[N];
for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i)
distances[i] = DistFunc(item, data[i]);
// 2. Get ordering
int[] ordering = new int[N];
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for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i)
ordering[i] = i;
double[] distancesCopy = new double[N];
Array.Copy(distances, distancesCopy, distances.Length);
Array.Sort(distancesCopy, ordering);
// 3. Show info for k nearest
double[] kNearestDists = new double[k];
for (int i = 0; i < k; ++i)
{
int idx = ordering[i];
Show(data[idx]);
Console.WriteLine(" distance = " +
distances[idx].ToString("F4"));
kNearestDists[i] = distances[idx];
}
// 4. Vote
double[] votes = new double[c]; // one per class
double[] wts = MakeWeights(k, kNearestDists);
Console.WriteLine("Weights (inverse technique): ");
for (int i = 0; i < wts.Length; ++i)
Console.Write(wts[i].ToString("F4") + " ");
Console.WriteLine("\n\nPredicted class: ");
for (int i = 0; i < k; ++i) {
int idx = ordering[i];
int predClass = (int)data[idx][3];
votes[predClass] += wts[i] * 1.0;
}
for (int i = 0; i < c; ++i)
Console.WriteLine("[" + i + "] " +
votes[i].ToString("F4"));
} // Analyze
static double[] MakeWeights(int k, double[] distances)
{
// Inverse technique
double[] result = new double[k]; // one perneighbor
double sum = 0.0;
for (int i = 0; i < k; ++i)
{
result[i] = 1.0 / distances[i];
sum += result[i];
}
for (int i = 0; i < k; ++i)
result[i] /= sum;
return result;
}
static double DistFunc(double[] item, double[] dataPoint)
{
double sum = 0.0;
for (int i = 0; i < 2; ++i) {
double diff = item[i] - dataPoint[i+1];
sum += diff * diff;
}
return Math.Sqrt(sum);
}
static void Show(double[] v)
{
Console.Write("idx = " + v[0].ToString().PadLeft(3) +
" (" + v[1].ToString("F2") + " " +
v[2].ToString("F2") + ") class = " + v[3]);
}
} // Program
} // ns

Test Run
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dataPoint[i+1] is offset to account for the data ID value at position
[0]. The point here is that there’s usually a tradeoff between coding
an ML algorithm for a specific problem and coding the algorithm
with a view toward general-purpose use. Because k-NN is so simple
and easy to implement, I usually prefer the code-for-specific-
problem approach.
At first thought, the requirement of computing a distance
function seems to impose the major restriction on k-NN that all
predictor variables must be strictly numeric. And until recently
this idea was true, for the most part. However, one of the reasons
for the increased interest in k-NN is that it’s possible for k-NN to
deal with mixed numeric and non-numeric data by using neural
encoding of the predictor variables.
Briefly, the idea is to encode predictor variables using a neural
autoencoder. An autoencoder can deal with non-numeric data using
one-hot or 1-of-(N-1) encoding. An autoencoder predicts its output values to match its input values. The central hidden layer of an
autoencoder is a completely numeric representation of the source
numeric and non-numeric data.

Determining k-NN Weights and Voting

Sorting or Ordering the Distances

The majority rule approach has two significant problems: First,
ties are possible. Second, all distances are equally weighted. The
most common weighting scheme for weighted k-NN is to apply
the inverse weights approach used by the demo program. But there
are many other techniques. For example, the reverse distances
technique sums all distances, divides all distances by the sum, then
reverses the order.
Another approach is to use the rank of the k-nearest distances (1,
2, . . 6) instead of the distances themselves. For k = 6, the rank order
centroid weights would be calculated as (1 + 1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 + 1/5 +
1/6) / 6 = 0.4083, (1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 + 1/5 + 1/6) / 6 = 0.2417, and so on.
For the demo program, the inverse, uniform, reverse and centroids weights are:

After all distances have been computed, the k-NN algorithm must
find the k-nearest (smallest) distances. One approach is to augment
the entire labeled dataset with each distance value, then explicitly sort
the augmented data. An alternative approach, used by the demo, is
to use a neat overload of the .NET Array.Sort method to sort just the
distances and the associated data indices in parallel. The key code is:
int[] ordering = new int[N];
for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i)
ordering[i] = i;
double[] distancesCopy = new double[N];
Array.Copy(distances, distancesCopy, distances.Length);
Array.Sort(distancesCopy, ordering);

One of the reasons for the
increased interest in k-NN is that
it’s possible for k-NN to deal with
mixed numeric and non-numeric
data by using neural encoding of
the predictor variables.
The array named ordering initially holds 0, 1, 2 . . 32. A copy
of the 33 distances to the item-to-classify is created because you
don’t want to lose the distances in their original order. The statement Array.Sort(distancesCopy, ordering) sorts the values in the
distancesCopy array from smallest to largest using the Quicksort
algorithm, and simultaneously rearranges the index values in the
ordering array. The result is that the first value in array ordering
is the index to the data of the item with the smallest distance, the
second value in ordering holds the index to the second-closest
distance and so on. Nice!
msdnmagazine.com
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The most primitive form of using the k-nearest distances to predict a class is to use a simple majority rule approach. For example,
if k = 4 and c = 3, and two of the closest distances are associated
with class 2, and one closest distance is associated with class 0,
and one closest distance is associated with class 1, then a majority
rule approach predicts class 2. Note that weighted k-NN using
uniform weights, each with value 1/k, is equivalent to the majority
rule approach.

Compared to many other
classification algorithms, the
results of weighted k-NN are
relatively easy to interpret.

Inverse Uniform Reverse Centroids
--------------------------------------0.2349
0.1667
0.2156
0.4083
0.2190
0.1667
0.1982
0.2417
0.1530
0.1667
0.1856
0.1583
0.1405
0.1667
0.1705
0.1028
0.1316
0.1667
0.1191
0.0611
0.1210
0.1667
0.1110
0.0278

Wrapping Up

The weighted k-NN classification algorithm has received increased
attention recently for two reasons. First, by using neural auto
encoding, k-NN can deal with mixed numeric and non-numeric
predictor values. Second, compared to many other classification
algorithms, the results of weighted k-NN are relatively easy to
interpret. Interpretability has become increasingly important due
to legal requirements of ML techniques from regulations such as
the European Union’s GDPR.
n
Dr. James McCaffrey works for Microsoft Research in Redmond, Wash. He has

worked on several key Microsoft products including Azure and Bing. Dr. McCaffrey
can be reached at jamccaff@microsoft.com.
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Don’t Get Me Started

DAVID PLATT

Calc or Stats?
My daughter Annabelle is now in the spring of her senior year
of high school. Most seniors slack off, but that’s not her way. She’s
taking both AP Calculus and AP Statistics courses, and is now
trying to finish them off.
She absolutely loved calculus, saying, “Derivatives are the
meaning of life.” But statistics bore the living crap out of her. (I
can’t repeat her exact language in this column, and I can’t imagine
where she learned those words.) And yet, I can’t help wondering.
I’ve trained as an engineer, worked my entire career in technical fields, taken calculus through multivariable. But never, not
once, have I fired it in anger against a target that I needed to kill in
order to eat. The concepts of differentiating and integrating, yes;
the actual operations, never. When was the last time you took the
cross product of a vector field, or even a common garden variety
derivative? On the other hand, I see percentages and probabilities many times per day, and have never studied them in detail.
I’m probably misusing them and making mistakes. As are you.

I say to Zak, you’re a doctor, and
you want other doctors
to take their medicine.
How about a spoonful of sugar
to help it go down?
The results of this misprioritization aren’t benign. Here’s an
example from Zak Kohane, whom you may remember from my
earlier articles (December 2017, msdn.com/magazine/mt814422). He
and his colleagues published a research letter in “JAMA Internal
Medicine,” entitled “Medicine’s Uncomfortable Relationship
with Math: Calculating Positive Predictive Value” (bit.ly/2eiI1A6).
They asked 61 doctors the following question: “If a test to detect a
disease whose prevalence is 1/1,000 has a false positive rate of 5
percent, what is the chance that a person found to have a positive
result actually has the disease, assuming you know nothing about
the person’s symptoms or signs?”
Figure it out yourself. I’ll bet you get it wrong. So did three-
quarters of the doctors they asked. Would you say 95 percent? 90
percent? I’ll stop writing to give you time to work it out.
The correct answer is 2 percent. Remember, the disease is rare,
1 in 1,000 people. A false positive test is much more common, 5

percent, or 50 out of 1,000 tests. The odds are 50-to-1 that this
positive value indicates a testing error. Not that this comforts the
patient, or the doctor.
Zak and his co-authors wrote: “With wider availability of medical technology and diagnostic testing, sound clinical management will increasingly depend on statistical skills …. Specifically,
we favor revising premedical education standards to incorporate
training in statistics in favor of calculus, which is seldom used in
clinical practice.”
Why don’t technical people study statistics? Partly because it’s not
on the advanced math track in high school, so students who take it
suffer the perception of being misfits who couldn’t hack the calculus
track. But watching Annabelle’s virtual high school video, I’m convinced that the main reason is that current presentations of it are
painfully boring. I tried one of their lessons, and couldn’t stay awake.
Why are things this way? I’ve written for years in this space of
the enormous educational opportunities, once basic classes are
taught online (see msdn.com/magazine/hh708761 and onward). Why
isn’t the best statistics teacher in the universe making this video?
Or even one in the top half?
I could do far better myself. If there’s one thing I’ve learned in the
teaching and presentation business, it’s this: Know your audience,
because they’re not you. What do high schoolers think about? From
mentoring the robotics class, I know: sex, money and misbehavior.
I could design the most killer stats class ever for high school and
early college. I’d tap their natural proclivities by using Charles
Wheelan’s “Naked Statistics” (Norton, 2014) as the textbook. His
chapter on live beer tasting commercials during the Super Bowl
would fit right in. I’d work in supplemental readings from Darrell
Huff ’s 1954 classic, “How to Lie with Statistics.”
Instead of showing one dry equation, then another, and then
another, I’d start with a real-life situation, explain what we want
to know about it and why, then develop the math from there. For
example, “Here’s how the lottery and casinos are taking you for
suckers. And here’s how you turn the tables on them.”
I say to Zak, you’re a doctor, and you want other doctors to
take their medicine. How about a spoonful of sugar to help it go
down? Who’s got the money, and the nerve, to pay me to do this? n
David S. Platt teaches programming .NET at Harvard University Extension

School and at companies all over the world. He’s the author of 11 programming
books, including “Why Software Sucks” (Addison-Wesley Professional, 2006) and
“Introducing Microsoft .NET” (Microsoft Press, 2002). Microsoft named him a
Software Legend in 2002. He wonders whether he should have taped down two
of his daughter’s fingers so she would learn how to count in octal. You can contact
him at rollthunder.com.
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• Email & Phone Verification
• Location Intelligence
• Single Customer View
See the Elephant in Your Business -

Name it and Tame it!

www.Melissa.com | 1-800-MELISSA

Free Trials, Free Data Quality Audit & Professional Services.
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